


PAINT A PICTURE OF YOUR AUDIENCE WITH 

Your audience. To create a picture, you need paint. And a brush. 

Take your TAPSCAN REACHMASTER schedule. The paint. Mix it using QUALITAP qualitative targeting. The brush. Together. they create 
a picture of the true value of your audience. Targeted reach and frequency. Qualitatively-adjusted CPP. The details come alive. 

The paint and the brush. It takes both to complete the picture. 

QUALITAP is now available in every market in the United States. QUALITAP interfaces with all TAPSCAN products, 
and works with most any qualitative data. 

1-800-TAPSCAN 

TURN KEYSTROKES INTO BRUSHSTROKES. 

1998 TAPSCAN WORLDW IDE, a division of The Arbitron Company, a Cendian Company 
QUALITAP. TAPSCAN and TAPSCAN WORLDW IDE are trademarks aid registered marks, and the TAPSCAN W ORLDW IDE design is a trademark, all used under license to Tre Piortitron Company. 
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a complete s3lution for every 

radio challenge and every 

Junctional need. 

Call for a free demo kit 

and information, or visit 

AudioVAL LT on the Internet. 
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PUBLISIWIR•11 NOT'S 

Are Programmers Being Eaten Alive? 

Dan Mason of CBS recently told a room full of pro-
grammer; that they reed tc learn a new trade be-

cause the job of Program Direztor was going to he eliminated 
at CBS. Mason suggested to the programme-s that they 
might al become salespecpk The room remained silent, 
waiting to see if Mason was _ oking. He wasn't 

Persanally, l applaud Dan's bravery and candor. Most 
men would have taken the clicken's way out ard had a sub-
ordinate deliver the news. 

Many PDs are sloughing off Dan's statements as "hype, 
to give h s speedi more impact" These programmers 
think Dan was using the tact:cs of a shock jack, 
but I'm qulte certain they are wrong. Dan Mahon 
and CBS aren't fooling arraund. They're looking 
Radio ful in the face anc announc:ng, "These are 
the new -ules of the game.' 

It's easy to 6ee why Dar made his state-
ment — Radio is horribly bland. From for-
mats to liner ca-d; to promos, promotions 
and talent, Radio in America is sea-to-sea 
sameress. I get depressed eery tine I hear 
the same 10 slogais regurgitated on station 
after s:ati an while driving tram coast to coast. 

The reality is that most programmers 
have settkd into such a system that, if one fol-
lowed the CBS n- anual ( or anyone else's for that 
matteit, most of the work could be handled by 
a well-trained de-k. RaCia :oday is littered 
with lemming p-ogrammers who program by 
playing the sche lulled releases from the labels 
and from the bazIc page of Rte. It's no won-
der Mason wants to dump the majority of his 
programners. If he's going oa get sameness 
anyway, why ro- systematize it, spread the 
best talert throughout the chain and call 

it a day?. 
'But Eric, you don't understand.. You con-e trom nan-

agement, and managers never have understood pragram-
ming.' I've got a news flash for you, hot shot — I come from 
the prog-arr ming side of Radio I began my caree- as anon-
air jodc, then I evolved into a successful programmer and 
then became a rather expensKe programming consultant. 
(It was as a programming consultant tiat I earned the moiey 
to buy try cwn stations.) 

When I worked for Bartel Broadcasting in 1 es group 
programmer George Wilson referred to all disc jockeys as 
"pieces of meat." His staten-ent really made me ankry. 
Likewise, programmers today shou d be angry alout what 
Dar Mason said, but they also should pay attention, 
because what Dan said is real and will happe, Yes, you 
shank be angry. But if you ve been fallowi-ig the pack, 

then you should be amgry at yourself nt at Dan 
Mason. Good prograrimers never folloN• the pack. 

If you love prog-ammIng and dant want to 
make the move to tlie. sale; side of the buildrig, 
why not join the Radia Revalu:ion? We need you! 
Are you willing to break away from the. pack and 
reinvent Radio so that you become :oc valuaale 
to be replaced? 

Let us hear from you. I want you tc call or E-
mail the Radio Ink office. The Radio Revolut on is gain-
ing momentum, and we need all of America's great 
programmers on our side. Are you one of :::ien? 

B.Eric Rhoads, Publisher 

resh me, wrib: RADIO INK, B. Li( Rhoads, Publisher, 2, Datura Stwet, Suit( 701, West Faim Beach, FL 334-31 

W one, 561-655-4778 • Fax: 561-655-69-re E-mai : Eictioad54,radioink.com 
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HUGE REVENUE GOALS ... LESS TIME 
Imagine if each AE had 0 minutes more each day... 
mc re time to sell new pr3sFects and service existing clients. 

Hbe us to create your :ales one-sheets and graphiz presentarions. 

CALL RHODY BOSLEY OR JULIE H EATH TODAY! 

41 - 3 7 7 - 5 ES 5 9 
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ABG... In an industry of continual 

change some things never change! 

• Competitive Pricing 

• Over 300 lines of broadcast, 
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products available 
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to our customers 
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PEOPLE IN INK® 

: -.estef ( RUM [In 

llagie 
Radio Studio 

i9nitII,• iiiiboarti the DiNney was 
I holey Cruise Line wet& our 
uIiantting contribution to the 

AHOY, THERE — The Disney Cruise ship " Disney Magic" 
recently set sail. It's the first permanent broadcast facility 
on the high seas. 

Frank Raphael (I), ABC Radio, and Tom Daren, Walt 
Disney Attractions, watch shipboard broadcasting. 

THAT'S NOT GILLIGAN AND MARYANN! The stu-
dios were dedicated by Paul Harvey. Angel Harvey 
is seen here correcting Paul's spelling. 

ALL A-BOARD — State-of-the-art studios on the 
ship include CD players, DAT machines, hxes, 
instant replays and shortcuts. The studio; were 
designed, built and installed by Pacific Research 
& Engineering. 

/ é 

Maria Danza and Jim Zippo host a morning slow on 
a 24-hour pure-gold-formatted ABC station. 

THE POCP 
DECK — 
Disney had 
about acs 
morning shows 
broadcasting 
simultaneously 
from the ship 
for this fistory-
making.nedia 
event. 

Provide YOUR community service 
with this new quality programming 
This FREE 30-minute program gives insight 
and demonstrates the relationship of family 
and religion. Topics such as: 
• Marriage • Family • Children 

AMILIES 
REPORT 

Available on 14 broadcast quality CDs and 
12 cassettes. 
Order your FREE Community Service 

life Programming NOW. While Quantities Last! 

CALL DON RUSSELL 80°453-3860 
LDS Public Affairs Department Ext. 4397 

8 To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771 RADIO INK —AUGUST 31, 1998 
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Én.x.: 6;SG-13.2682 
ENGegoodre ,ings.com 

TECHNOLOGY 
Xow You Have A Choice ... 

EKG RESEARCH: 
• 10-plus years practical 
broadcast research 
experience ... 
• Successful results for 
major market clients ... 
• Digital 'Dial' Technology 
for less ... 

EKG RESEARCH saves 
you money on Auditorium 

Music testing with 
no compromises! 

The same wireless dials 
you've heard about—with 
more accurate results ... 

Not owned by a broadcast-
group—no hidden agendas ... 

Real time results—on-site 
client viewing ... 

New, advanced software— 
simple to view results. 

CALL TODAY 
„dimegi540-4352 



LETTERS Have a question or comment for us? Please send correspondence to "Letters'', 224 Datura St., Suite 
701, West Palm Beach, FL 33401 or by E-mail at Letters@radioink.com 

Down on Dellert 
'smell a rat, and the rat's 
I name is Bob Dellert (Radio 
Ink Case Study "The Com-
petitive Dilemma," July 20, 
1998). I see an opportunist 
trying to take advantage of 
a situation to promote his 
morning team at the expense 
of a client and other Radio 
stations' relationships. 

No. 1: If I suggested this 
idea, I would have suggested 
that the client use the morn-
ing talents of the other Radio 
stations, since they have their 
loyal listeners and could bet-
ter convince their listener 
base [ to come] to the event. 

No. 2: If the client 
thought up the idea of using 
my morning team on all the 
other stations in town, I 
would have talked him into 
using the other stations but 
not using my morning team 
exclusively, for the same rea-
son as stated earlier. 

I didn't fall off the cab-
bage truck. Mr. Dellert 
should have known this 
would cause a problem. Mr. 
Dellert put a relationship 
with Radio stations and a 
possibly good client at risk 
by trying to pull off this pro-
motion. When did they stop 

handing out common sense? 
The bottom line is: You have 
an angry client, and it never 
should have happened 

Jerry Hinrikus, VP/GM, 
EBC Radio 

jhinrikus@informatics.net 

"Right-On 
Decision 
I think the stations who de-
tided not to run the ad 

(Radio Ink Case Study, July 20, 
1998) were "right on" with 
their decisions. John Boy sz 
Billy are well-known in the 
markets they're in, and to give 
them air time on other sta-

tions only reminds the lis-
tener about the other station 

It would have been fine 
to use their voices without 
identification. Arbitron asks 
stations to list personalities 
for a reason: because many 
stations are identified by 
them in the diaries, not by 
call letters or slogans. 

No station should give up 
programming ideals for the 
sake of a sale. What's to keep 
the client from asking for this 
over and over? Soon, the sta-
tions that don't run John Boy 
tk Billy will be advertising 
and/or promoting them all of 
the time. If they do 

THINKING OF 
COMBINING 
YOUR 
STATIONS? . 
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all of the stations will surely 
suffer some severe station 
identity problems. 

The stations involved 
should have worked togeth-
er to come up with a cam-
paign that suited all the 
stations long before it was 
ever 'pitched to the client. 
Where was the LSM at the 
station who originated the 
idea? That is who truly failed 
the client. A couple of phone 
calls could have made every-
one a winner. 

This is simply a case of 
one station's trying to pull a 
fast one on the other stations 
to make them look bad. It 
only made Radio look bad. 
It's about good program-
ming. Insecurity has nothing 
to do with it 

T.J. McKay, PD, WDDJ-FM 
Paducah, Ky. 

Top 40 Thanks 
Thank you for your thought-

ful letter and for enclosing 
the issue containing the article 
entitled 'The 40 Most Power-
ful People in Radio" (Radio Ink, 
July 6, 1998). 

These are exciting times for 
our industry, and I am indeed 
pleased to be listed among such 

a distinguished group 
of innovators. This as-
sociation has followed 
this impressive group 
of industry leaders 
throughout Radio's 
historic growth, and 
we look forward to 
continuing to follow 
their lead as we 
move into the next 
millennium. As you 
might imagine, our 
plate is full. 
Edward O. Fritts, 

President/CEO, 
National Association of 

Broadcasters 
Washington, D.C. 

I t's not often I'm surprised 
about anything in our busi-

ness. You, on the other hand, 
completely caught me by 
surprise by honoring me in 
your recent publication 
("The 40 Most Powerful Peo-
ple in Radio," Radio Ink, July 
6, 1998). 

I have always made an 
effort to shy away from the 
public, but I was genuinely 
touched by your recognition. 
My friends, on the other 
hand, have not let up on me 
since the issue came out. I'll 
never live it down with my 
old cronies. 

You're a good man, Eric 
Rhoads. Thanks for letting 
me take a bow with my peers. 
I promise I won't let it get to 
my head, but I must admit 
you made it a special day for 
me! Thank you very much. 

Robert L. Lawrence 
President/C00, 

Jacor Communications 
Covington, Ky. 

'enjoyed greatly your list of 
I "The 40 Most Powerful Peo-
ple in Radio" (Radio Ink, July 
6, 1998). 

However, for the vast ma-
jority of us in this business who 
don't work for the Hickses, 
Karmazins or the Michaelses 
of the world, this issue isn't 
who is most powerful in Radio 
but rather who is making 
Radio powerful. And at the top 
of that list is Roy H. Williams. 

We have not even 
begun to realize the poten-
tial of our industry. 

Gene Bender, GM 
KIXL-AM 

Austin, Texas 
gbender@kixLcom 
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COMMENTARY 

Lee Abrams 
The Program Director 

T
here's talk that the Program Di-
rector might become extinct in 
the next 10 years. It could hap-

pen. If it does happen, it'll be the PDs 
themselves who create their own extinc-
tion by casing, rather than adapting to 
Radio's "new order." 

But PDs are like chefs. While effi-
cient food service is the norm as tech-
nology works to create the perfect 
French fry, there always will be a demand 
for the chef who creates magic, just as 
there always will be a need for Radio tal-
ent, despite how unfashionable this focus 
might be in today's big picture. 

Talent is the key word. And un-
fortunately, most PDs aren't particu-
larly talented, usually because of poor 
or nonexistent training, low wages that 
drive the best creative minds to dif-
ferent media, or the fact that most PDs 
evolve from on- air positions, which cre-
ates a lot of one-dimensional thinkers. 
But the great PDs make up for it all. 

What's a great PD? Start with the 
sound. You :an hear it, just like you can 
hear a record that's produced by a mas-
ter. You car see it in the numbers, and 

you can feel it in market after market 
that tends to copy the best. 

It's maximizing individuals' 
strengths that makes a PD great. Put 
great PDs in the same -oom, and you 
can forget uniformity. All great PDs 
have something that se:s them apart. 

I recently heard that to be a suc-
cessful programmer in the 21st centu-
ry, you need to be a businessman. What 
does that mean? That's like telling 
Steven Spielberg he neecs to start wear-
ing a suit on the set. Tie only way to 
suggest traits that will he effective are 
to study the traits of :he best PDs. 
These include 
• Re-Thinker: The ability to challenge the 
basics with better ideas. 
• Juggler: An art/finance act. 
• Salesman: Selling the staff, management 
and listeners. 
• Reader: Master reader of the staff, the 
company needs, the market and popu-
lar thinking. 
• Manager: Managing the vision, culture 
and systems. 
• Producer: Architect ant engineer of the 
sound. 

• Idea Coordinator: Sometimes the jani-
tor has the best ideas. 
• Adapter: Whether following a corporate 
blueprint or maintaining a predeces-
sor's plan, adapting to it and excelling. 
• Marketing Guru: Creating magic on the 

streets. 
• Leader: Spreading the vision. 

In an era where whining is a popu-
lar pastime among programming people 
and where average- sounding Radio is 
comfortable, there's never been a better 
time for PDs to grab the mike by the 
cord and create something special. Let's 
hope the next century brings us anoth-
er generation that'll lift Radio to its high-
est creative plane. el 
Lee Abrams is Senior VP/Programming for 
Americar Mobil Radio Corp. He may be reached 
at 202-969-7051 or by E-mail at 
labrams@amrc.com 
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Need to open 

some closed minds? 

Format: Rock 

lei>  Market: Fresno, CA 

Scarborou 
Holds the Key 

Listener KRZR-FM in Fresno, CA, knew it had 
some explaining to do. Some advertisers 

profiles incorrectly believed that the Rock 
station's listeners were young and that 

get the they had lower income levels. This 

buy perception, coupled with the notion that 
the station's predominantly male 

audience didn't regularly shop for clothes and household 
items, prevented the station from being included in most of 
the regional buys for a major department store. 

By using Scarborough to profile the station's listeners, 
KRZR regional account executive Lance Minnite turned 
this old assumption into a new opportunity "Scarborough 
revealed that we have high concentrations of the depart-
ment store's upper-income shoppers," says Minnite. 
"It was just what we needed to help the retailer see our 
listeners as they really are. They changed their demo 
from Women 18-49 to Adults 18-49, and we've been 
part of the buys ever since." 

Contact your Arbitron representative for more information. 

ARBITRZN 
a division of Ceridian Corporation 



FORUM 

An advertiser calls and is CLO 
pulling advertising because of 
something said on the morning 

show. What do you do? 

LARGE MARKET 

Bruce J. Mittman • 
VP/GM 
WAAF-FM 

Boston, Mass. 

It is critical to be sensi-
tive to client concerns and 
respond quickly. The first 
thing I do is ask when the 
problem occurred, who 
heard it and what actual-
ly was said on the air. 
Next, I inform the client 
that I'll investigate and get 
back to him/her immedi-
ately. It also doesn't hurt 
to apologize. 
The next step is to in-

terview the on- air per-
sonality for the context 
of the remark. The inci-
dent can actually be a 
comment of a listener or 
guest. After gathering the 
facts, I review my dis-
coveries with the client. 

If the client was cor-
rect, I try to remind 
him/her that WAAF re-
flects the lifestyle of a 
typical 18- to 34- year-

old, and I will suggest 
that the client move the 
commercial out of the 
controversial day part. 
I have found that these 

problems can be avoided 
by reviewing station con-
tent with the advertiser 
before the schedule runs. 

9, 
MEDIUM MARKET 

MaryLou Gunn • GM 
Pacific Star 

Fresno, Calif. 

I try to take the call im-
mediately. When people 
are irritated, putting them 
off compounds the prob-
lem. I listen to what they 
say, validate the complaint 
and get off the phone for 
a fact-finding mission. 
There are three sides to 
every story: his, hers and 
the truth. I then call the 
client back and try to re-
solve the issue. 
We had a situation in 

which my morning team 
on KRZR was talking 
about a Florida Long John 
Silver's restaurant that was 
soaking bad shrimp in 
bleach so they wouldn't 
smell and then cooking the 
shrimp. The local Long 
John Silver's marketing di-
rector wanted their adver-
tising pulled immediately. 
Once he found that the 
story ran in the "evil" local 
newspaper, we were back 
in good standing. 

If all else fails, I put my 
phone on mute and, while 
they're complaining, I'm 
telling them what I really 
feel. They can't hear me, 
but I feel better. 

SMALL MARKET 

Jeanie Hufford • VP/GM 
Clear Channel Communications 

Pensacola, Fla. 

I never argue with an 
advertiser threatening to 
cancel advertising until I 
know exactly what was 
said and in what context. 
I assure the client that the 
last thing we want to do 
is make a good customer 
unhappy. 
We get all sides of the 

story: the advertiser's, the 
announcer's, the PD's and 
the sales rep's. Sometimes 
we are wrong and have to 
do serious apologizing. If 
the advertiser has misun-
derstood or been misled, 
I apologize for any part we 
may have had in it. 

If our active Rock for-
mat's "edgy" presentation 
is objectionable to an ad-
vertiser, I explain that re-
search tells us that our 
target audience is at-
tracted to provocative 
comments and that pro-
viding a lot of listeners 
for our advertisers is our 
goal — it certainly is not 
offending advertisers. 

Right or wrong, the 
steps are: 1) apologize, 2) 
diffuse anger, and 3) ask 
for the order again. Qi 

SED! 

Bloomington Broadcasting 
Corporation, Timothy R. 
Ives, Chairman, has been 
recapitalized and purchased 
by its management team 
headed by Ken Maness, 
President & CEO and 
Richard Johnson, CFO. 

George I. Otwell 
represented 

Bloomington Broadcasting 

GEORGE I. OTWELL 
513-769-4477 

BRIAN E. COBB 
CHARLES E. GIDDENS 

703-847-5460 

ELLIOT B. EVERS 
415-391-4877 

RADIO and TELEVISION 
BROKERAGE • APPRAISALS 

MEDIA VENTURE 
PARTNERS 
WASHINGTON, DC 

CINCINNATI 
SAN FRANCISCO 
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THE WIZARD OF ADS 

What Do You See. 
Mind's Eye is Key 
to Customers 

ROY H. WILLIAMS 

Q•U•1•C K 

READ 
• Memory is formed of the im-

ages we have seen in our 
imaginations. 

• For ads to be effective, they 
must be recalled when the 
prospective customer needs 
what you've advertised. 

A The secret of writing mem-
orable ads is to use language 
that creates a vivid first 
mental image and closes 
with an equally vivid last 
mental image. 

• An enticing first mental image 
is the essential first step in 
creating a winning ad. 

• A good last mental image is 
more than a call to action. 
The well-written last mental 
image actually completes 
the desired action in the 
custumer's mind. 

emory is formed of 
images, but not of the 
images we have seen 

with our eyes. Memory is 
formed of the images we have 
seen in our imaginations. For 
your ads to be effective, they 
must be recalled when the 

prospective customer has need of what you've 
advertised. Do you know how to make your ads 
memorable, or are you foolishly attempting to 
schedule your ads to the precise moment of the 
customer's need? 

The secret of writing memorable ads is to 
use language that creates a vivid first mental 

makes tap water taste great." Notice the weak 
FMI. Because we cannot easily imagine a 
"Brita water- filtration system," our interest is 

The mind does not easily store and retrieve the images of 
the eye. The mind recalls the images of the mind. 
image (FMI) and closes with an equally vivid last 
mental image ( LMI). Notice that I said "mental" 
image, not "visual" image. The mind does not 
easily store and retrieve the images of the eye. 
The mind recalls the images of the mind — im-
ages placed there by words and emotions, im-
ages created by language and love and hope and 
fear and specific and vague impressions. Don't 
take my word for it. Read it for yourself in the 
Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience. 

An enticing FMI is the essential first step 
in creating a winning ad, as it determines whether 
your prospect will continue to listen. An intru-
sive and intriguing FMI will cause prospects to 
abandon the thoughts they had been thinking. 
The best FMI plunges listeners into a world of 
stored memories, both real and imagined. Do 
your ads do this? 

"You are standing in the snow, five-and-one-
half miles above sea level, gazing at a horizon 
hundreds of miles away." "Whenever Richard 
Cory went downtown, we people on the pave-
ment looked at him." "She will kiss you like you've 
never been kissed before." Can you see how these 
first mental images might entice the listener to 
continue listening? 

During a recent TV movie, a clear, male 
voice said, "The Brita water- filtration system 

not engaged. In this simple sponsor recog-
nition line, the only clear mental image is of 
,'great- tasting water," which makes it the ob-
vious FMI. The one-line tag would have been 
much more effective had they said, "Tap 
water tastes great ( FMI) when you have a 
Brita water- filtration system ( LMI)." In my 
rearranged version of the sponsor statement, 
the first mental image is of great-tasting water 
and the last mental image is of the listener 
"having" a Brita water- filtration system. 

While a good FMI entices listeners to 
give you their attention, it is a good LMI that 
causes them to "see" themselves doing the 
thing you wish them to do: "... you have a 
Brita water- filtration system." A good LMI is 
more than a call to action. The well-written 
LMI actually completes the desired action in 
the mind, creating a mental picture in which 
the action already has taken place. The only 
remaining need is to transfer this imagined 
experience into actual experience. 

Remember the seventh Law of the Adver-
tising Universe: "Engage the imagination, then 
take it where you will. Where the mind has re-
peatedly journeyed, the body will surely follow. 
People go only to places they have already been 
in their minds." à 

Roy H. Williams is President of Roy H. Williams Marketing, Inc. 
He may be reached at 512-295-5700 or by E-mail at roy@rbtacom 
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SALES REVOLUTION 

Who Will Dive In 
and Succeed? 
In Search of Sales Superstars 

KENT MALINOWSKI 

QUICK 
READ 
• Good sal r speople are made, 

not born. 

• How do yours measure up 

against the core competen-

cies of szles superstars? 

• These 21 core competencies 

describe the characteristics 

of strong sales performers. 

Good sellers ale not 
born; they're made. So, 
how do you build one? 

Dennis Williamson, principal at 
the Sandler Sales Institute and 
faculty staff member at Success-
Works, developed a compre-
hensive list of 21 crucial elements 

for success. (The perfect salesperson would rate 
a 10 [0-10 scale] on each of these 21 items.) 

1. Has written goals that are specific, re-
alistic, measurable and can be tracked daily. 

2. Has a goals-management plan. Works the 
plan, tracks prospecting and closing results daily, 
and never deviates from daily planned activity. 

3. Has a positive attitude about the self, 

and won't roll over on rate. 
11. Has supportive buying habits. Makes 

quick decisions about personal purchases 
when he/she finds wanted item. Doesn't care 
much about price. (This mirrors the person's 
selling results.) 

12. Effective and consistent prospecting. 
Maintains a quality sales funnel ( pipeline). Gets 
appointments without sending literature. 

13. Reaches decision- makers. Gets past 
gatekeepers, talks executive language and is not 
intimidated by them. 

14. Has effective listening and question-
ing skills. Helps prospects do the talking, asks 
the right "how" and "why" questions. Gets com-
pelling issues on the table routinely. 

A sales superstar reaches decision-makers, talks 
executive language and is not intimidated. 

the company and the marketplace. Feels good 
about management, company products/services, 
and learning and growing. 

4. Takes responsibility. Does not blame 
others, the company, competition or the econ-
omy for any lack of results. Accepts challenges 
and knows success is entirely up to him/her. 

5. Strong self confidence. Has a high self 
image, is not affected by what others think and 
does not take "no" as a failure. 

6. Has supportive sales beliefs. C:alls at the 
right levels in companies, sheds negative self 
talk, has strong self esteem and learns to suc-
ceed through failure. 

7. Controls thoughts and emotions. Never 
is lost for words, never takes anything person-
ally, and detaches from the selling event to stay 
in control . 

8. Doesn't suffer from the "need for ap-
proval." Asks tough questions, will bring sales 
to closure, deals with stalls and put-offs, and 
has emotional needs met outside of sales. 

9. Recovers from rejection. 
10. Is comfortable talking about money. 

Brings up money consistently and at the right 
time on sales calls. Knows what prospects will in-
vest before offering solutions. Protects margins 

15. Bonds early and builds rapport. Helps 
prospects relax, deals with discomfort up front, 
consistently earns trust, and controls the in-
terview early. 

16. Uncovers actual budgets. Can help 
prospects find the money if they don't have it. 
Is firm. Sells instead of negotiates. 

17. Learns why prospects will buy. Has a 
system for selling. Understands prospect's busi-
ness and personal motivations for buying. Helps 
influence the decision criteria. Closes 90+ per-
cent of qualified prospects. 

18. Qualifies proposals and quotes. 
Knows when to bail out. Is willing to walk. 
Has inside champions; sets and enforces 
strong commitments. 

19. Gets commitments and decisions. 
Knows how to close in one call. Always knows 
what happens next. Prefers to hear a "no" in-
stead of a "think it over." 

20. Has passion for success. Shortens sell-
ing cycle continuously. Prospects daily. Has 
goals that stimulate money motivation. 

21. Has commitment. Is willing to do what-
ever it takes — even if it's uncomfortable, dis-
agreeable or fearful. 

How do your salespeople measure up? fe 

Kent Malinowski is Managing Partner of Success Works, a sales consulting and training firm to 
Radio industry CEOs. He may he reached at 888-667-7253 or by E-mail at successworks@usamet 
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GIFF ON SALES 

DAVE "GIFF" 

QUICK 

READ' 
• Sales managers come in two 

sizes: " Too Nice" and " Too 
Tough." 

• The majority, "Too Nice" SMs, 
would rather be liked than 
anything else. 

A "Too Tough" SMs — merci-
fully the minority — must win 
at any cost. They dish out im-
possible targets and then 
beat up their salespeople in 
that pursuit. 

A There is no " perfect" man-
ager, but the next best 
thing is the " Tough Love" 
manager. 

A They don't let their sales-
people cop out! 

Tough Love Management 
"Build Up" Your Salespeople 

GIFFORD 

Sales managers come in 
two sizes: 'Too Nice" and 
'Too Tough." 
The majority ( regrettably), 

-Too Nice" SMs, would rather be 
liked than anything else. They 
avoid confrontations, speak 
from both sides of their mouths, 

are slow to make tough decisions, end up being 
managed by their own salespeople and too often 
miss their targets. 

"Too Tough" SMs — mercifully the minor-
ity — must win at any cost. They dish out im-
possible targets and then beat up their 
salespeople in that pursuit. Despite hitting most 
of those targets, it's almost always at the expense 

salespeople to lose by 
dishing out impossible targets. They 
set challenging but realistic targets. 

7. They are demanding, but they also are 
honest, supportive, and "agonizingly" fair, and 
they manage with firmness, not fear. 

8. Knowing that salespeople who feel good 

Once salespeople record their career goals and plans to 
achieve them, Tough Love Managers hold them personally 
responsible for keeping their promises to themselves. 

of losing good salespeople tired of walking into 
a moving propeller every time they walk into 
the Radio station. 

Is there such a thing as a "perfect manager?" 
No. Introducing the next best thing — the 'Tough 
Love Manager." Tough Love Managers live by the 
following guidelines: 

1. They hire ( after testing) "success-driven" 
salespeople who can sell. 

2. They fire failing salespeople as well as the 
poisonous snakes ( liars, cheaters, back-stabbers, 
knockers, gossips, troublemakers, druggies and 
other assorted social misfits etc.) who shouldn't 
have been hired without testing in the first place. 

3. They enforce company policies and pro-
cedures judiciously without apology, clearly 
spelling them out as "conditions of employment" 
during the hiring process. 

4. They hold their salespeople account-
able, period. 

5. Their salespeople have jobs for life so long 
as they work with the right attitude, work hard, 
demonstrate constant progress and hit their yearly 
and new-business-development targets. 

6. Tough Love Managers don't set up their 

about themselves sell more, Tough Love Managers 
teach, coach, encourage and give recognition to 
their salespeople. 

9. The Tough Love Manager's No. 1 responsi-
bility to salespeople is to help them hit their targets. 

10. Although new salespeople are allowed to 
fail on their way to learning how to win, "constant 
progress" is still the criteria upon which they will 
be judged. 

11. Tough Love Managers get to the center 
of problems quickly, because problems quickly 
dealt with are problems quickly eliminated. 

12. Tough Love Managers understand that 
they either can manage salespeople or be managed 
by them. To borrow the Burger King statement, 
Tough Love Managers must "Have it your way!" 

I 3. They manage change only after they first 
sell change. 

14. They don't let their salespeople cop out! 
Once salespeople record their career goals and 
come up with plans to achieve them (goal setting 
and goal getting), Tough Love Managers hold 
them personally responsible for keeping their 
promises to themselves. This, in essence, is what 
Tough Love Management is all about. à 

Dave Gifford is President of Dave Gifford International and Founder of The Graduate School for Sales 
Management. He may he reached at soo-TALK-GIF. 
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MILLION-DOLLAR MILESTONE 

Talk of The Town 
WTKS Talent Talks Success 

I
n Orlando, Fla., everyone's talk-
ing about Real Radio WTKS-FM. 
This Clear Channel Talk power-

house is turning heads, getting ratings 
and carrying boatloads of cash to the 
bank. The station follows up the 
Howard Stern Show with a cast of local 
Talk tale-it. That talent has been so 
successful they've helped Real Radio 
achieve its first one- million- dollar 
billing month. 

"It is probably the most successful 
FM Hot Talk station in the United 
States," according to VP/GM Jenny Sue 
Rhoades. We have a mix of on-air per-
sonalities that is unique." Mark Kanak 
was recently promoted to DOS for Clear 
Channel-Orlando, probably as a reward 
for the three tremendous years he put 
in as SM of WTKS. He says, "You can't 
duplicate Real Radio by putting a CD 
in your car. We are very foreground Talk." 

The WTKS lineup consists of 
Stern; Russ, Bo, and Dirty Jim; The 
Philips Phile; and Drew Garabo. Philips 
is a nomiree for a Marconi as Person-
ality of the Year for a large market. 

Kanak says the station is com-
pelling: 'This is about what 
happened to you yes-
terday, 

what's the latest movie, re-
lationships and what peo-
ple talk about around the 
water cooler." This may be 
true in Orlando, but we 
wondered how many 
water coolers hear this 
discussion, which 
Rhoades related to us: .-
Sexy Savannah ( of 
The Russ, Bo and Dirty 
Jim Show) wanted to aug-
ment her income. A 
local sponsor who man-
ufactures shovels of-
fered Savannah $50 for 
each "road kill" that 
she picked up using 
their shovel. This 
statuesque blonde 
with long hair was 
picking up road 
kill, and listen-
ers were call-
ing in to tell 

SWEET SUCESS: Jenny Sue Rhoades and Mark 
Kanak (top) are pretty smug, overlooking Sexy 
Savannah and a " pickup." 

Nin 

her where they had spotted yet 
another dead rodent! 

In addition to the fun, 
the big sales numbers and the 
rodents, Rhoades says her 
station is about results. "The 

neat thing about Real Radio is, 
as an advertiser, your ads on the 
station move product, big time 
When the talent do personal 
endorsements, it's amazing the 
amount of product that flies out 
[customers'] doors." 

Kanak says all of their suc-
cess starts with attitude: "The 
stati about $3 million in 

II do about $8 mil-
n t is year. The only way we 

can do this is because of the at-
mosphere in this building." â 

OPPORTUNITYCALLING 

A Orlando is a $90-million-a-year Radio market. 

• There are 22 stations in the market. 

A Six are owned by Clear Channel. (Sales positions are available, according to Kanak.) 

• Rate of employment growth in Orlando through 2006: 29.7 percent. ( 1996-2006 

projectec percentage change. Source: The 1997 Orlando Market Data Book.) 

A Orlando greets 1,791 new, adult residents every week.** 

A Orlando sees 380,615 out-of-state or foreign visitors every week.** 

A 431,976 air travelers visit Orlando on a weekly basis.** 

A The city rings its weekly retail sales cash register to the tune of $290 million?* 

•• Source Orlando Senn -let Advertiser Marketing Drvition as appearing in the New to Central Florida' relocation guide 
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Meet the 
"Morning Show Team'? 

Instant music, instant sound 

Instant Replay . . 
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Instant Replay 2.0 
HARD DISK DIGITAL AUDIO 

Fast and easy editing for news 
and listener call-ins. 

• Instant record feature captures incoming 
audio manually, or from popular phone 
systems and network downlinks. 
• Real cut/copy/paste editing with a large 
waveform display. 
• Portable enclosure includes speakers 
and mic preamp; great for remotes. 
• No razor blades, no tape, no learning 
curve, and no maintenance! 

Now you can quickly capture and edit 
incoming audio. Realistic "scrub" editing, 
plus standard tape machine controls let you 
kiss your reel-to-reel machines goodbye. 
Ask for a test drive and put them through 

their paces at your station. It's on us. 

effects, instant fun. 

• Holds up to 1,000 "carts" of any length, 
from milliseconds to hours. 
• 10 banks of 50 programmable Hot Keys. 

It's like having 50 cart machines pre-loaded 
and ready to fire. 
• Up to 24 hours of total on-line audio storage. 
• "Find" button locates any cut instantly. 

There is nothing faster, easier, or cooler! You 
can finally let go of your analog cart machines 
and associated maintenance headaches. Or, if 
you're running automation, now you have the 
perfect compliment for those times when you 
need to play something, and you need it now. 

Short/cut  
PERSONAL AUDIO EDITOR 

Attention call letter stations.* You're only a 
phone call away from a free 10-day Test Drive. 
So try it out. We'll understand if 

you don't give it back (818) 991-0360 
PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO 

For more information call (818) 991- 0360 / Fax ( 818) 991-1360 / e-mail: info@360systems.com / VVebsite. www.360systems.com 

-Offer good o U S and Canada only 



Sa lesINK 
PRACTICAL HANDS-ON SELLING TIPS AN) IDEAS 

Acknowledge 
a Bad Day 
If you see that a prospect is having 
a rough day, let them know about 
it. Sometimes, by offering a pleas-
ant joke or producing a humorous 
trinket from your briefcase you 

can lighten the mood. Tell the prospect that 
you're sensitive to the pressures that buyers 
face and keep the call short. 

What To Ask On a Cold Call 
1. What are your advertising objectives and 
expectations? 
2. What is the demo profile of your target 
(age, gender, HH income etc.)? 
3. What media are you now using ( presenta-
tion comparisons)? 
4. What benefits set you apart from your com-
petitors (to use in the all-important spec spot)? 
5. What kind of commitment are you pre-
pared to make in terms of length of schedule 
and budget? 

EnglaO tda 55,51 5 

Don't Write Anyone Off 
Whether it's a former boss you dislike or a 
consultant you have little respect for, main-
tain a hie level of professionalism in all 
your contacts. Return calls promptly, answer 
letters and avoid spreading rumors. You 
never know who will throw business your way. 
Source Dartnell (armour,* Obtechona 

WebCents 
Are you selling your Websites? Are you pitch-
ing them to the right businesses? 

Top • 0 advertisers on the Internet, 
ranked by 1997 spending 

Microsoft .  $30.8 million 

IBM .  $17.9 million 

Excite  $11.7 million 

Yahoo  $8.5 million 

Netscape $8  3 million 

lnfoseek  $7.6 million 

Lycos $6  7 million 

AT&T  $6.4 million 

General Motors  $5.7 million 

CBS Sportsline  $5.7 million 
urce /Overhung Age 

What Are They Reading? 
Pete Norden, CM 
DOS, Clear CharnA Radio 
Panama City, Fla. 

The New Positimr,g Jack Trait 

Selling the inviatg, 
Harry Beckwith 

"Half of our bu.nEss is direct 
local. Talking aboi positioning, 
avoiding line ex:ension and na' 
rowing your tom is a lot mon 
enjoyable than discussing rat€ 
and value adds. ' 

SALES MEETING 

Earn Interest 

Sales meetings are great tools — if 
they are kept interesting. Our week-

ly meeting begins with training pre-
sented by our GM. His topics vary: 
.nandling objections, managing time, 
establishing credibility. His Radio 
knowledge is vast, and the staff really 
appreciates his interest in the sales team. — 

We also read sales books. Each   
week, one saleperson briefly presents a 
chapter. We allow open discussion dur-
ing the presentation, and often the vet-
erans will have worthwhile comments. 
We have had some very creative pre-
sentations as well as lively discussions. 

The rest of the meeting covers 
a variety of topics: success stories, up-
coming promotions, housekeeping, 
local media etc. We end with the 
"McCoy Buttkicker of the Week," 
awarded to a salesperson for some 

Hot Flash 
Consumers spent an average $ 18,865 on 

mew domestic car purchases vs. $29,344 on 
imported cars in the first quarter. The over-
all average price of the cars was $20,756. 

, urce Curet liagahne 

\ 

' 

rrP. 

SELLING 
THE - 

NVISILL 
.4F,doI(,,Sa 

.1km/rni 

Aleiedify 

.11•••• 
Mai« me.» 
41111.• 1 *l-
b.+ ma 
• 1 
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outstanding achievement or deed. 
Each week's winner is chosen by the 
previous week's winner. 

By allowing everyone to participate 
in the hour-long meeting, everyone stays 
interested. We exchange 
a ton of information and 
bond as a team. 

Peggy Mead is SM of KPAY-AM, KMXI-

Mt esi.-FM Chico, Calif She may be 

reached at 530-894-4803 te L'y E-mail 

at Preesunsetnet 

Oldies but Goodies 
The myth that older people don't buy anything 
is a lot of hogwash. Everyone shops. fully 97 
percent of people age 60 or older went to a store 
in the past month, compared to 98 percent of all 
adults. Source Ropers Ptbhc Pulse 
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FOLLOW THE MONEY Are You Getting Your Foir Share ? 

Produce Propaganda 
Prepare a proposal based on the needs of your 
customers' customers. Retailers and consumer 
experts agree that the following subjects are 
what consumers say they are most interested in: 
• Tips on how to select fruits and vegetables 
• How to prepare fresh items and dishes 
• How to safely store items at home 
• Identifying that the item is a good source of 
vitamins or minerals — not necessarily a 
hard-to- read breakout of vitamins and 
minerals that the food contains 
• Where the crop was grown — Country of 

origin or locally? 
• " Sell by" and " use by" dates on precut pro-
duce and packaged items 

Source Supermarl.el News 

Weenie Roast 
This fall and winter, look for Ball Park and Oscar Mayer to launch single- serve 
packaged products. Michael Jordan will star in a TV spot pushing the new Ball 

Park Singles. The TV campaign, aimed at moms, breaks in January from the 
agency Ammirati Puns Lintas in New York. J. Walter Thompscn is the agency for 
the Oscar Mayer roll-out of Al Star Hot Dogs, breaking this month. In all. $30 

de. de million will be spent to push the new dogs. 

Mr. SpringClean 
Procter & Gamble is ditching the ultra-concentrated version of Mr. 
Clean in September and launching a new Springtime Fresh scent The 
move is being backed by $8 to $ 10 million in TV, print and direct mail 

ads breaking in November. There is no Radio campaign planned. The agency is Euro 
RSCG Tatham in Chicago. 

Top Ten 1997 
Back-to-School 
Radio Spenders 

1 JC Penney — Men's 
Department 

2 Wolverine Boots and Shoes 
for Men 

3 JC Penney - Family Apparel 

4 JC Penney - Men's and Women's 
Apparel 

5 Today's Man 
Clothing Store 

6 Lugz Sneakers for Men 
and Women miitte 

a 

7. Filene's Basement 

8 Nordstrom 
Department Store 

9 Frugal Fannie's 
Fashion 
Warehouse 
for Women 

10 Champion Underwear for 
Men and Women 

Source Competitive Media Reporting 

Where Baby Furniture 
Is Purchased 

Mass Merchants 

National Chains 
Toy Stores   

Specialty Stores 

Superstores   
Catalog stores   

Source: Kids Today 

Factors that Influence 
Baby Furniture Sales 

38% 
370/0 

270/0 
26% 

25% 
22% 

Quality  76% 
Price  68% 

Safety  68% 
Style/Design  54% 

Brand Name/Reputation  37% 
Comfort  26% 

Used With Other Child  16% 

Recommendation  16% 
Convenience  11% 

Coupon  8% 
Source: Kids Today 

According to market research 
independently conducted by Kids Today, 
retail sales of infant houe furnishings 
hit the $1.35 billion nark last year 

Research 
Your Clients 

Check out these Websites for research oi your 
supermarket cheats 

bege 
Al NtKtrun, 1,co, Iii, 5on Gct Ohl Ht,, 

Wliar! New?  

In Oui Stores  

About J s 

Shosers Cia 
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Wegmans 

001100. 
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Harris Teeter 
Your Neigldxgrirx4 Food Mariam 

Wek:ore to 
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www.harristeeter.com 
Harris Teeter 

who we are 

what's new 

locations 

financials 

recipes 

health info 

search 

"t 

5; l> 

www.wholefoods.com 
Whole Foods Market 

iare 
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Escape "The Promotion 
Hell Zone" Give Value to Added Value 
by Chuck Mefford 

S
ubmitted for your approval, a 
buyer tactic known as the "dan-
gle." The "dangle" is a sordid lit-

tle maneuver in which a buy is held in 
front of you like a hunk of meat in ex-
change for the right stuff. Call it free 
stuff; call it what you will — it all boils 
down to something called "added 
value," two sadly misunderstood 
words. You're in ... 'The Beg-the-PD 
Promotion Hell Zone." 

The issue here is two-fold: Do you 
properly position all of the "stuff" that 
your client receives as a part of your sta-
tion's commitment to that client? And, 
how can you work smarter to make the 
internal task of working with program-
ming go smoother? 

True added value is everything you 
do for the client beyond spots. You 
probably aren't getting credit for all the 
"value" you deliver because you've failed 
to market it properly. Here's proof. 

At your next sales meeting, list the 
things you do for your clients beyond 
spots. Have you ever included these as 
part of your "added-value services". in your 
proposal with the schedule and research? 

We've all experienced the "dan-
gle" — and we've all begged our PDs 
—in the "Promotion Hell Zone." In 
most cases, clients simply are looking 
for additional exposure, excitement, 
and sizzle for their product or service. 
Avoid the dangle — pre-prepare. 

Pillar Promotions — Every sta-

tion does annual events that become 
well-known over the years and brand 
a station. These are perfect tie-in op-
portunities for promotional partners 
— great for product giveaways, 
couponing, displays etc. 

Promotional Calendar — Have 
your programming department es-
tablish a calendar of promotions and 
events 12 to 18 months in advance, 
so you have a menu to choose from 
and a way to match clients to events 
that make sense. 

Promotion Standards — Establish 
a dollar minimum for any buy that your 
station requires to even consider a major 
client promotion. You inventory is valu-
able and limited. Treat it that way. 

Negotiate — Never give up 
something unless you get something 
back. The next time the agency or 
client asks for added value, reply, "No 
problem. Tell me what, in addition to 
the buy, you provide in equal value." 

Remember, the No. 1 added 
value is your skills, talent and desire 
to help your client be successful. 
Share that with your clients. It's the 
first step to avoiding "The Promo-
tion Hell Zone." gi 
Chuck Meloni is President of 
Mefford Achievement Systons, 
a consulting and training 
company He may be reached at 
800-627-4778 or by E-mail at 
CMEFFORD@prodigy.net 

Get Gift.. 
• "As I told you at your 
Graduate School for 
Sales Management in 
Boston, I wish I had 
taken your course 30 
years ago." 
— Joe Amatiiro, President/CEO, The 
Amaturo Groups 

Ore« 
• "Thank you for what 
you did for the 
Bureau, our industry 
and me personally. 
I'm indebted to you 
and I've learned a 
great deal from you." 
- Bill Stake/in, former President/CEO, The 
Radio Advertising Bureau 

• "Your presentation 
touched all the bases 
and delivered far more 
information than we 
could ever have expect-
ed. You targeted your 
presentation to all our 
needs. You were sensa-
tional! What more can 
be said?" 
— Art Rowbotham President Hall 

Communications 

1- 800-
TALK - 
GIF 

DAVE GIFFORD INTERNATIONAL 

Ab.GIFFORD 
11437,0.09 HWY., SANTA FE. NM 07501 

1.000 TALK GUFF • (505) 999.7007 
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• NSPOT REVENUE 

Database Your Listeners 
An Advertising Universe Awaits You 
by Kristen Gordon 

Th
e digital future and new tools that 

manage the way we go to market now 
make targeting a one-to-one rela-

tionship with core listeners possible. You 
already own a market "share." Now con-
sider owning a greater share of each of 
your listeners — one listener at a time. 

Information tools used by CBS sta-
tion WLTE-FM in Minneapolis have 
been in place for more than three years 
to cultivate relationships with core lis-
teners. The result of its patience and 
commitment is a valuable database and 
listener network of 30,000 core listen-
ers. What advertiser wouldn't be inter-
ested in this group? 

WLTE services its listener network 
in a multitude of ways. Members: 

• Receive listener-at-work faxes of-
fering unique services — such as Ordway 

Theater early release of tickets 
— or other perks. 

• Can call an interactive 
phone line to communicate their 
opinions to the station. 

• Receive a newsletter 
mailed six times a year with ar-
ticles carefully chosen to not 
"sell" them products and ser-
vices, but instead to offer items 
of value. Articles are designed 
to save the listeners time and money, and 
to enrich their lives. The newsletter is di-
rected by a Radio station editorial board. 
Editorial board members are made up of 
the station's primary target demographic. 

"Once we served our listeners proper-
ly, high response rates from our listeners 
were achieved," said Rolf Pepple, GM of 
WLTE. "We created our network slowly, 

In Today's 
Media Jungle, 

You Can't Afford 
Not To Change. 

In the fast-paced world of media. you have 
improving just to keep up. 

You ought to expect the sanie from your 
lection service. 

At Szabo Associates. were improving as you 
;)rove. As the first and largest media collection 
• were providing more specialized service 
ai ever. We've created separate divisions 
• iicated to each individual medium. No one 

• , focuses so sharply on your individual needs. 
This know-how helps us offer value-added 

\ ices you won't find anywhere else. Szabo 
.nts have free use of the world's best database 

on advertisers and agencies. art unequaled libe• 
of media information. proprietary managemeni 
reports. international collection set-vices, and 
much more. 

Since 19-1. Szabo has helped more than 
3.600 clients achieve faster, more substantial 
settlements in every medium imaginabl,. yt • 
help you. Send us details of a 
past-due account. or call us for 
more information. Because in , 
a business as tough as youi, Szabo 
you need a different breed oi 
collection service. 

o' F ss•O' 

,tabo Aio:ociates, Inc I onox Road. N E 9111 Floor Mania. Georgia 3032() Plume: [IN 

and as it began toevolve, we carefully mar-
ried sales applications to it. We were not on 
a crusade for mass numbers. We did not 
build our database by offering a giveaway 
or contest. Instead, our network is made up 
of listeners who called the Radio station to 
join or who signed up at one of our events. 
We wanted to build a quality list that we 
eventually could use to provide our adver-
tisers with a quality response rate in their 
marketing endeavors." 

If you are up to the challenge of 
thinking about your listening audience 
not as "overall share" but as "share of lis-
tener," creating a quality database should 
be a priority for you. Once you are more 
involved with your listeners, new oppor-
tunities will open to you. Suddenly, you 
will discover all sorts of ways to deploy 
interactive, addressable media technolo-
gy and computers. Instead of feeling over-
whelmed by these tools, you will want 
more — and better — tools. 

Now, listeners can interact with you 
via phone, fax and Internet. They can lis-
ten to your station in their cars, homes 
and desktops at work. Your "share" is what 
advertisers desire. Capture it effectively 
in the form of a database and you have 
something tangible and valuable from 
which to create nonspot 
revenue in the future. à 
Kristen Gordon Is a New 
Media Consultant She may 
be reached at 612-595-4974 
or by E-mail at 
kgordon@radioink.com 
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Maritza Ramon, Senior Account Manager, 
KKBT-FM Los Angeles, hates losing business. To grow I'n 
She is ver! motivated to win — and win big. 
John Ryan LSM for KKBT, says that Ramon is 

an up-anc-comer who thinks out of the box: 
"She goes beyond what's expected and can broadcasting  
operate well in today's Radio environment." 
Ramon attibutes much of her success to Gan-
non Gray, Mho not just taught her but disci- 
plined her to be focused on selling. 

you need t'ime, 
, 

money/ guts/ 
.... 2 and Intraplex. 
, 

...ete... 

.. 

.. Why havE you been so successful? I have 
a passior for broadcast sales. I enjoy pro-
viding solutions, creating opportunities and 

making a client feel good about the deci-
sions thei made. 

Why do you think clients buy from you? Your new acquisition is finally signed, 
I listen to them. I have patience, and I care 
a lot about the people Ideal with. I am ex-

tremely sensitive to their needs. I also pro- 

now you need to operate profitably. ne STL PLUS 

Consolidate your program audio, LAN/ TI .s•ystroi ImosniUs 
program audio for 

vide a lot of current research and evidence WAN network, phones, faxes, traffic and STI.s. TS'Ls owl inter-
for the cl ent's decision. rily links, data for billing on one sit igle high quality digital 
What is your activity level? Everything! tria,/,, rawer,/ and 

Finding new business (direct, vendor or non- line. The Intraplex STL PLUS gives you LANs, mid voice .for 

traditional), servicing agencies, creating 

new pacages or programs that fit the 
clients, and of course interacting with 
clients a: much as they will let me. 

hit egrated two-way transmission over any qtr-ineniise nele"shms 
owl inteirom. 

distance, over aliy terrain at a fraction of 

the cost of individual conununications 

links. It's bi-directional, so you can receive Who are !our mentors? Gannon Gray. NSM. 
KSCI-TV. Nho taught me to always win. backhaul the time. What's 4ÈTQk audio Ï:.t same 

What are you reading? All the trade mag- 

azines: Ad Week, Brand Week, Broadcast & 
more, you can stay in touch without run- ntie 
ning up the long distance phone bill. 'flat's 

Cable, Los Angeles Business Journal etc. 

Advice for other AEs: Always challenge 
\vIty more groups choose Intraplex du , intraplex 

the limits and make a difference for any ut her digital transmission solution. Intraplex, 3 11W.Lyberly Way 

ycurself. Do more research about Call us at 1-877-INTRAPLEX or visit west rord, MA 01886 
C lients. Prepare for opportunity. 
-ake a class to update skills on 

978.692.9000 co intraplex.. nt. our web site at www 978.692.2200 fax 

the client side or marketing. You 
can always learn something new. 
 _1 

liltp:mv‘vw.tia raffle,. .coin 
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MOVERS & SHAKERS 

e id el s bfq Andrew Powaski has been 
• in Radio ever since he grad-

uated from college 11 years ago: "My major at Ohio Uni-
versity was telecommunications, so there was never a doubt 
that I'd be in Radio." Today, Powaski is DOS for Capitol 
Radio Group in Springfield, Ill., where he oversees the sales 
departments of five stations. His boss, GM Jack Swart, says 
that Powaski brings to the table "a lot of structure and kil-

1 low-through. He is relentless to follow up to achieve goals." 

Why did you get into Radio? I had no choice. By the time I was 13, I 
already had worked hard enough selling merchandise with my uncle 
that I had bought five Radios. I loved music, loved the " aura" of 
Radio and loved selling. Making money using Radio as a marketing 
tool to grow my clients' business seemed a natural. 

Why have you been so successful? Energy, work ethic and having 
unbelievable talent around me. I have worked with great GMs, and 
I've hired a lot of magnificent sales reps who have made me look good. 

What is the key to your success? I balance long hours, hard work and 

asking for a ton from the people around me with a schedule of " fun." 
I just took my sales staff to Las Vegas for having a record month. 
We've gone swimming for the afternoon in July, and we have a staff 
golf outing planned for September. We work hard and play hard. 

Who are your mentors? Chris Lytle, Dave Gifford, Al Fetch (former GM), and 
Jim Miller ( uncle), who taught me the basics of selling at a very young age. 

What books are you reading? Creating the High-Performance Team by 
Steve Buchholz and Thomas Roth and March to Armageddon by my fa-
ther. Ronald E. Powaski. 

What advice do you have for SMs? Stay focused on the basics: prospect-
ing, great presentations, high closing ratio, high average unit rate, 

going for share of a buy. (Why can't we get 100 percent of the 
buy?) NTR and event revenue are nice, but they are the icing 
on the cake. They get you from 100 percent to 130 percent 
of budget. Doing the basics well every week ensures we are 
at budget every month. Sell ideas, not spots. Great ideas 

differentiate the marketers from the peddlers. 

JAMES GOLDEN 

The Rush Limbaugh Program announced that James Gold-

en, whose program moniker was call-screener " Bo Snerd-

ley," has accepted a position as VP/Programming and Talk 

show host for Talk Spot with World Stream Communications, 

Inc. in Seattle. Golden has been with the Limbaugh program 

for seven years. Replacing Golden at the Limbaugh pro-

gram will be Bill Lally, formerly Regional Director of Affili-

ate Relations at Westwood One in Los Angeles. à 

MICHAEL O'NEILL 

BMI has promoted Michael O'Neill to VP, Sales & Admin-

istration, Media Licensing. He was most recently Assistant 

VP, Media Licensing. In his new position, O'Neill will con-

tinue his responsibilities overseeing Media Licensing's Re-

gional Sales and Marketing executives, BM l's Per Program 

department and be responsible for day-to-day TV and Radic 

licensing activities. O'Neill joined BMI in 1995 from CBS 

Television Network. e 

WITH SINCERE CONDOLENCES 
LARRY O. GARRETT 

Larry O. Garrett, 61, former VP/GM of WEJZ 

Lite 96.1 and WWRR Arrow 100.7 Jack-

sonville, Fla., died August 1, after a long 

and courageous battle with kidney cancer. 

Garrett was the idea man behind the Pitts-

burgh Steelers " Terrible Towel," and he was the creative 

force behind partnering nicknames — such as Lite — or 

an initial to identify a station's dial position. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Cyndi; his three daughters and five 

grandchildren.Memorials may be made in his memory to 

The National Kidney Cancer Association, 1234 Sherman, 

Ave., Ste. 203, Evanston, IL 60202-1375. et 

Audio Architecture 

It's doing to production libraries what computers did to typewriters. 

TM CENTrY 
For a free sample Audio Architecture Suite 

call 972/406-6800 or e-mail: tmci@tmcentury.com 

simply powerful 
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SM FORUM 

Q. After a format change, Jake, one of your best salespeople, is 
so upset by some of the station content that he is unsure 
whether or not he can sell it anymore. What do you do? 

rIN MAJOR MARKET Jim Donnelly 

NSM 

WLTW-FM 

New York 

Behet in one's product is a prereq-

uisite to being an effective salesper-
son. We would discuss this situation 
confidentially and in depth. I would 
first compliment Jake for his candor. I 
would ask him to take some time to 
look at the situation from an unemo-
tional perspective. 
I would encourage him to look in-

side himself and assess whether or not 
he can continue to represent the sta-
tion effectively while maintaining his 
self-respect. I would stress that, al-
though the station does not want to 
lose him, this is a personal decision, 
and there is no right or wrong answer. 
I would ask Jake not to make a rash de-
cision: "Measure twice and cut once." 
We would reconvene after this self-

examination. At that point, regardless 
of the decision, I would do all possible 
to help him and ensure his career is not 
hurt. I would applaud his loyalty, his 
truthfulness, his integrity. 

MEDIUM MARKET 

Charlie Trub 

SM/GM/Owner 

KVPA-Fist 

McAllen/Brownsville/ 

Harlingen, Texas 

Prior to any format change, I would have 
studied the program or format change. Be-
cause I make the ultimate decision, I should 
know the numbers, expected income and 
the results of how many new "ears" it would 
bring to the station. 
I would bring in the unhappy sales-

person and explain the decision 
process, how I arrived at a change and 
why the change was made. [I would] 
show with pencil and paper how the 
ears will increase and the station will 
grow. [I would explain] how Jake 
should apply salesmanship and statis-
tics to prove how the change will ben-
efit the client, both with additional 
customers and income. 

Pick five of his best prospective 
clients, and ask Jake to pitch them with 
a positive attitude and explain why we 
made the change and how it will ben-
efit the client with new customers and 
added income. Sell the benefits to all 
concerned, and you'll win. 

SMALL MARKET 

Kennard Yamada 

LSM 

WGOW-AM/FM 

Chattanooga, Tenn. 

Religion is probably the most sensi-
tive area of people's lives. Nations have 
gone to war over religious beliefs alone. 
I would never force a salesperson to 
compromise his or her religious beliefs 
or principles. 
WGOW-AM/FM is a News/Talk 

station that also carries NASCAR, 
the NFL, and high school and col-
lege sports. There are many other al-
ternatives or programs to sell. Jake 
may be a great candidate for a sports 
sales specialist. 

Because good salespeople are so hard 
to find, once I find one, I strive for a 
win-win work environment. If Jake con-
tinues to perform at an acceptable level, 
I would be as flexible as possible to en-
sure his ongoing success as well as that 
of the station. 
On the other hand, if a mutually ac-

ceptable agreement could not be 
reached, I would encourage Jake to sell 
for a less-controversial format. 

Awesome Sates Training 
The Power of Win/Win Selling" delivers... 

• Selling tools you can put work immediately! 

• 8 30-minute modules so you can learn at your own pace! 

• Special module reviews to ensure retention! 

With this revolutionary. proven, powerful selling system, you'll get awesome, 

measurable results for your clients every time they advertise. Your sales will 

increase dramatically or your money back! 

"The best sales training ever produced for Radio! 
My sales have increased dramatically!" 
Mary Jo Deisler/AE • kiGN • Chicago 

just '149 

Chuck Meth 

Call 1-800-232-3131 & order today! 
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SALES PROMOTION PLANNER 

ideas you should start planning NOW 

SEPTEMBER 
QUICKFIXTm 

"Self Improvement Weekend" — Run a series of 
self-improvement announcements using four to five 
clients (this can be in addition to their advertising 
schedules or in combined paid commercials). Each 
client contributes items for a gift pack to be given 
away over the air during the weekend. 
"Hot 5 at 5" — Recycle moming-show listeners into 
office listeners. Ask them to fax in their favorite five 
songs. Between 9 a.m, and to a.m., announce a 
name and begin playing the listener's favorite five 
songs. The contestant needs to call the station before 
songs end to win the prize supplied by a sponsor. 

DATES TO REMEMBER 
7 Labor Day 
13 Grandparents Day 
15 Begins Hispanic Heritage Month 
17 Citizenship Day 
17-23 Constitution Week 
21 Rosh Hashana 
22 First Day of Fall 
23 End Summer Arbitron 
24 Begin Fall Arbitron 
27 National Hunting and Fishing Day 
30 Yom Kippur 

NATIONAL 
Baby Safety; Self Improvement; Cholesterol 
Awareness; Literacy; School Success; Children's Eye 
Health and Safety; Marriage Health 

TARGET PRODUCTS AND ACCOUNTS 
Fall and Winter Fashions; Home Furnishings; Beer; 
Hunting/Fishing Supplies; Heating; New Car Sales; 
Carpet/Floor Coverings; Home Furnishings 

OCTOBER 
THE COUNTY FAIR 

Millions of people attend state and county fairs 

every year. If you do not have a fair nearby, you 

can use these ideas at any large event where you 

have a booth and where many people gather. You 

can tie in many clients and be very visible if you 

plan ahead. 

"Build a Booth" — Contract with a building-supply 

client or a contractor to build a house, stage or set 

to fit your format. 

"Fair Guide" — Give away a guide with a map, 

important numbers, Di photos and lots of 

sponsor coupons. 

"Specialty Items" — Pass out hats, buttons, ban-

dannas or plastic bags with the station's and 

clients' logos. 

"Attraction" — Have an attraction such as Karaoke 

or a "Velcro Wall" to draw attention. 

"Live Broadcast" — As you broadcast live, have 

sponsors rotate throughout the week. Each day, a 

different sponsor will distribute promos, signage 

and sampling, or brochures. 

"Blue Jean Day" — On-air, declare the first day of 

the fair "Blue lean Day" and encourage office work-

ers to wear jeans to work. Participating offices can 

fax in to win free jeans from a client. 

"Build a Base" — Add to your database by having 

a drawing for a TV, trip or other valuable prize. 

DATES TO REMEMBER 
4-10 Fire Prevention Week 
5 Child Health Day 
5-11 National Customer Service Week 
11 National Coming Out Day 
12 Columbus Day 
14-17 NAB Radio Show, Seattle 
15 Grouch Day 
16 Bosses Day 
18-24 National School Bus Safety Week 
19-23 National Business Woman's Week 
24 United Nations Day 
25-31 National Consumers Week 
25 Make a Difference Day 

Daylight-Saving Time Ends 
31 Halloween 

NATIONAL 

AIDS Awareness; Computer Learning; SIDS 

Awareness; Family History; Healthy Lungs; Car Care. 

Crime Prevention; Adopt a Dog; Energy Awareness; 

Hunger Awareness; Campaign for Healthier Babies; 

Breast Cancer Awareness 

TARGET PRODUCTS AND ACCOUNTS 

Film and Cameras; Heating; Ski Equipment; Furniture; 

Pet Supplies; Candy Vendors; Drug Stcres; Fabric Store, 

'Radio Ink assumes vo rrsporisibilityfor thr 
inability of the promotions mentioned. Station, 
arr advised to check with legal counsel regard::. 
legality and possible lottery Saks Promotion 
Planner is compiled by Kim Stiles, creator of 
Promotional Marketing Planner 
She may be reached by phone or fax at 
770-974-6590 or by E-mail at 
sules(a)mindspnng.com 

et+ 

COPY CLIPS 

Zoo 
:60 Memphis Zoo — 

"Butterflies in Living Color" Promo 

(background music — sounds of nature) Anncr: In the 

fanciful flight of butterflies, queens dance with com-

mon wood nymphs and buckeyes. Emperors and 

Monarchs keep the company of Painted Ladies, and 

Zebra Swallowtails fly with those Polynesian ... Male: 

Excuse me, ma'am, I was wondering, is that an 

American Snout on your head? Female: I beg your 

pardon! Male: Or is it a Southern Dog Face? Anna: 

And all this summer, and September too, they'll all 

land on you at the Memphis Zoo. Country Female: 

Hey, Bubba? Is that little skipper on you a long-tailed 

or silver-spotted? Country Male: Margaret-Ann, please! 

Anncr: With all their colorful names, and even more 

colorful wings, thousands of them flit among trees, 

waterfalls and hundreds of blooming things. Old Man: 

Look at that Great Purple Hair Streak. Country Man: 

That's a Variegated Fibulae if I ever saw one. Anna: 

All that and more as part of "Butterflies in Living 

Ar." Male: I guess I better not ask if that giant 

.vallowtail looks like yours? Female: W0000! Anncr: 

J•lily at the Memphis Zoo ... an exhibit like no other. 
Mars Award Winner, 

WMFS-FM Memphis, Tenn. 

Have a few good spots you'd like to share? 
Send scripts to Amy Morrell at Radio Ink, 224 
Datura St, Ste. 701, West Palm Beach, FL 
33.101 or E-mail to amymorrell@radioink.com 

Travel Agency 
:6o House of Travel 

(music bed: Sea of Love by Phillips with the 

Twighlighters, foreground at first, then lower 

under voices) Martha: Oh, George. Listen. They're 

playing our song! Do you remember what we did 

last year on our vacation? George: You mean, 

when we waited too long and missed that cruise 

to the Caribbean, and we spent our vacation at 

your mother's. No, Martha, I don't recall. Martha: 

Yeah, I know. We literally missed the boat. But 

not this time. George: (interested) Come again? 

Martha: This time, I called the House of Travel 

and booked us on the Carnival Cruise " Destiny," 

sailing March 30th in '99. You know, spring is 

the most heavily traveled time of year, next to 

Christmas, so by booking now, we won't have to 

worry about our cruise until we pack our bags. 

George: Hey, that Carnival Cruise Ship " Destiny" 

is the largest ship in the world. Almost three 

football fields long! It's got 12 decks, four swim-

ming pools, the largest health club at sea, and 

the largest and most exciting casino afloat! 

Martha: Thanks to the House of Travel, we can 

send Mom a postcard this time. Anncr: Call the 

House of Travel and ask for Glenda — who'll be 

escorting this group — for pricing information on 

the Carnival Cruise " Destiny." Sailing March 30th, 

1999. The House of Travel — 823-3833 in 

Alliance or 1-800-888-3855. 

Jeff Lauer, WZKL-FM 

Canton, Ohio 

Hardware and 
Garden Center 
:3o Fort Loudon Hardware & Garden Center 

Male: Honey, what's the matter? Female: (crying) Oh, 

everything's going wrong today ... I lost my job ... some-

body sideswiped the car ... the microwave fell on my 

head ... but worst of all (sob) ... the rake is broken! 

Male: Oh, no! Well, thank goodness for Fort Loudon 

Hardware & Garden Center. They have an abundance of 

affordable rakes, blowers, fertilizers — everything we 

need for fall. Plus, all we need to winterize our home! 

Female: (cheerful) Oh, good! Our problems are solved! 

Armen Fort London Hardware R. Garden (enter, Polite 

Jeff Wine, WCHA-AM, WIKZ-FM Hagers'own. Pd 
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Seto Three 
S77/Volu 

Need more 
ready-made scripts 
for spots? 
Call goo-610-5771 today, and order one or all of the 
following volumes of Proven Radio Copy: s Retail; 2: 
Entertainment/Food/Restaurants; 3: Automolve/ 
Professional Services 

.•• 
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Spend Tour Time Selling 
NOT Writing Copy! 

Velu e Retail 

Appa el Stores 
Beauty Supplies 
Bedd is/Maitre-us 
Book Stores 
Card,Gift Shop: 
Carpi t/Floor Ccver ng 
Comk Book Stc res 
Computer Stores 
Craft Stores 
I )epaiment Sto-es 
Electonics/Applances 
Hods 
Form:I/Evening Wear 
Furnirure 
lardware/Buildiig vlaterials 

Jewelry 
Lawn & Garden 
Lingerie/Bathing Su ts 
Magic Shop 
Men's Clothing 
Nurseies/Greenkowe 
Office Supplies 
Outlets 
Pet Stores & Sumlies 
Pool Scores & Step' es 
Record Stores 
Rental Facilities 
Shipping/Packagzig ,tores 
Shoe ores 
Shopp ng Centers 
Sportswear 
T-Shir Shops 
TelephDne/CelluLar Sion 
Toy Stores 
Variety Stores 
Video/Camera Sores 
Wester-i Wear 
Wine/Liquor &OW-5 
WOMe2'S Clothirg 

Volume Iwo' 
Entertainment food/ Restaurants 

\ It . 1,It • 

Art Gallen,. 
Bakery 
Bowling 
Comedy Clubs 
Deli/Sandwich/Coffee Shops 
Diet Centers 
Direct Mail Promos 
Fine Arts 
Fitness Centers 
Fund-Raisers 
Grocery/Convenience Stores 
Ice Cream/Yogurt Shops 
Lounges/Nightclubs 
Miniature Golf 
Miscellaneous Promotions 
Night Clubs 
Party Supplies 
Pizzerias 
Print Promotions 
Restaurants 
Rodeos 
Ski Resorts 
Sponsored Promotions 
Station Promotions 
Steak & Seafood 
Theater 
Zoo 

Volume Three: Autos b 
Professional Services 

t M1111,1111, 

Air Conditioning/ Heating 
& Plumbing 
Automotive Body Shops 
Automotive Dealers 
Automotive Parts & Accessories 

Automotive Rental 
Automotive Service & Repair 
Banking 

Beauty Salons 
Boat Dealers 
Cable TV 

Car Wash & Detail 
Carpet Cleaners 
Catering/Banquet Facilities 
Dance Studio 
Dating Service 
Dry Cleaning/Laundry Services 
Electronic Repairs 
Funeral Homes 
Home Improvement Services 
Hospitals 
Housecleaning Service 
Insurance Agencies 
Lawn Care 
Lawyers/Attorneys 
Locksmith 
Merchant Associations 
Mortgage Companies 
Moving Services 
Optical Services 
Pawn Shops 
Pest Control/Exterminating 
Pharmacies 
Photograph/Portrait Studios 
Physicians 
Printing Services 
Real Estate 
Recycling 
Schools 
Security Systems 
Tanning Salons 
Tattoo Center 
Tire & Service Centers 
Towing Services 
Window Tinting 

100 categories with 
more than 650 proven 
advertising scripts that 
will save you time, 
money and eliminate 
writer's block. 

- Instant copy ideas 

- Stimulate sales & 
motivate clients 

- Great for last minute 
selling and new cam-
paigns 

- Spots that have worked 
for advertisers 

- An essential tool for 
every radio station 

Don't Sweat Copy 
Anymore 

Any one volume olty $77 
All three for only $ 197 ( SAVE $34) 

FREE PRIORITY SHIPPING! 

STRffit11.1[1t 
-(1)RtSSE--

Yes, send me all three volumes for only $ 197 
(SAVE $34) 

Send me: 
Volume one 
for only $77 each 

Vo urne two Volume three 

Name 

Address   

City  

State  Zip 

Telephone 

Charge My Credit Card: 

Visa ' Mastercard ri AMEX Exp. Date: 

Card #   
Signature   

Payment Enclosed check payable to: Streamline Press, 

224 Datura Street. Suite 718. West Palm Beach, FL 33401) 

Phone Orders: 800-810-5111 fax Orders: 561-655-8164 



...top 3 new radio ideas from RCS! 

WINNER! 

TALK SHOW CALL  Keep bad & 
SCREENING 

boring callers off air. 
C aller ID, call history, ac 

any remote site. Eve cess from 
n hold hell! 

11-IE CONT nd people . 
E.5f DATA5ASE for 

prizes, promotions, a  
A.Il details of all contests. 

WHO SAIO WHAT WHEN? 
Aircheck ANY d3ypart ANY time 

hona. Record from ANY p 9.1.2LI_I 
stations at once and play bc 

ak 

one vli-,hout stopping the rest. 

Free Fast Fax Form E WINNER! E TALKBACK E TRACKER 

Yes! Mail me fax me call me now  with info I've checked. 
Name: 

Phone: 
Address:  

MK_ 

Sound Softwat 

  Call Letters: 
  Fax:  

  State:   Zip 

Fax this form & S OF 
P.' ‘b to "/-1 1 

914-723-2258 e cc , 



ProgramINK 
Ideas About Radio Programming 

STAFF MEETING 

Available on ! Internet Time Limits 
by Don W. Hallett 

http://www.usatoday.com 
It's more if an yesterday's news. For example, 
use the newspaper archive search engine. I 
browsed for " oatmeal" and came up with a 
great trivia question. 

http://www.ultimatetv.com 
This site provides lots of search engines 
capable of finding practically anything you 
might wanl to know about any TV shows in 
history. Dort miss the ' Promolounge." 

http://www.usimbd.com 
Find a daily update on movies in production or 
search their database of 140,000 movies. 
You'll find everything you need for movie trivia 
or "The Ke\.in Bacon game." 

http://www.showbizwire.com 
The beauty of this site is its links. You can 
click away to practically every publication with 
a top story about show biz. They do the surf-
ing, searching, and sifting and bring you the 
front page on one easy-to- navigate page on 
the Internet. 

ligei;;;;  

Don W. Hallett, of The 
Positioning Works, serves as 
Director of Music Research 
for Critical Mass Media. He 
may be reached at 614-451-
9589 or by E-mail at 
1)WHallett@aol.com 

Moving Targets 
Eery day, a new listener moves into your 
market. Are you targeting them? 

According to Target Marketing, 1.7 million people 
move every month. There are lists and database 
and alternative media programs available to 
reach new movers and new homeowners. Sound 

.;a . • éLild 
•nm.  

Mark McGoire hio 

47th home nia 292iLitl 

Mon 

R IXVŒ 11.1.- en 

eemme 110,..11.14.1 1.11.1 

'Rose' found dead 
in bombing debris 

LtetaaJo, Cart.tis s.J 1.11 
G.t tl. Lyt.. t...1«i.ititt 

e a direc(-mail promotion ... Here are a few nntions 

• Bell Atlantic Residential Customer list. 
212-388-8800 
• Best of New Movers file: 800-411-5771 
. CPC New Resident File: 610-667-1780 
• FMP New Movers Register: 800-995-3343 

.rre "jrget 

Ultimate TV 

"Bloat,. Squad' 

born Ian Anil* 

INEI=121121111 

lietafien. 

[61 -  • - • - 

clternet Moyle Database ( I M 
, Mane, mere. moo 

There is no 

security on 

this earth. 

There is 

only 

opportunity. 

— Douglas MacArthur 

by Matt Kennedy 
rt 

WIth consolida-
t ion in our in-

dustry, fewer people 
are doing more, so 
there is a natural ten- ' 
dency to view meetings 
as another drain on time. It's critical that 
you let your staff know how long meet-
ings will last; then stick to that length 
of time. Don't let 30 minutes become 
an hour and a half. 

This means that you must stay in 
control of the meeting. When "Radio 
types" — especially Talk Radio hosts 
— get together, it's only natural for 
debates over political and social issues 
to break out. These are time gobblers 
and should be addressed at a later time. 

I try to limit full staff meetings to 
30 minutes — any more and you lose 
their interest. Most importantly, if the 
number of people meeting isn't too 
large, give each person the floor for 
a brief time. And don't rule out food. 
It may sound trivial, but a couple of 
large pizzas and some 
soft drinks often mean 
a lot. Ql 

Matt Kennedy is PD of 
WJBO-AM Baton Rouge, 
La. He may be reached at 
504-231-1873 or by 
E-mail at mkennedy@capstarbroadcasting.com 
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"All-Sports" Scores in 
Major Leagues 
• There are 220 All- Sports stations in the county. 

• The format is in 24 of the top 25 Radio metros. 

• More than 70 percent of the Sports audience 
is in the lucrative 25-54 demo; 75 percent 
are male. 

• WFAN New York (a Sports station) is the high-
est- billing station in the country. 

To subscribe, call 1.800-610-5771 RADIO INK - AUGUST 31, 1998 29 



Tackling Format Change 
How to Hit It Out of the Park 
by Bill Richards 

Changing format? There's no need 
for panic. There are things you can 
do to avoid mistakes. 
Look back: Don't repeat previous mis-

takes. Involve as many people as you can: 
Brainstorming can be valuable. 

Research! Make sure you don't bias 
the results before you get them. Study the 
situation from a number of different an-
gles. Don't let one perceptual project be 
the deciding factor. 

Back up the perceptual with a music 
test. Don't skimp on the music. Also test 
the slogan and logo. Too many stations get 
the right format, but market it horribly. 

Once the format is decided, what 
are your options for talent? 

• Is there a show in town that can be 
pulled away? 

• Is there a show, big in the 
recent past, that is no 
longer in town 
but could be 
brought back 
(as long as it 
matches the format)? 

• Is there a syndicated show that 
makes economic and formatic sense? 

How do you promote the station? 
How do you get the word out? 

• Television is quickest and most ef-
fective ( also most expensive). Cable is 
something to consider, too. 

• Direct-mail Vid-packs are effective 
in exposing listeners to your station. 

• Use your own airwaves. 
• Use listeners as guest Dis as you 

sign on: "I'm Rita from Las Vegas, and I 

DEMERS 
DELIVERS! 

CALL HOW! 
Receive your free 
DeMers Programming 
PD Handbook - 
an essential tool for 

effective 
Programmer! 

DEM ERS PROGRAMMING 
M EDIA CONSULTANTS 
(610) 363-2636 

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS - WINNING STRATEGIES 
RATINGS RESULTS 

love the new MAX 99.8. Here's another 
great song." 

• Telemarketing usually works bet-
ter for stations that people already know. 

• Set up your own Website to tell 
(and offer) listeners a lot. 

How do you kick off the format? 
Make sure you're ready. You might have 
only one chance to make an impression 
in an ever-expanding noise level to which 
listeners are exposed. Approach it with 
class. Throw a party. 

But be prepared: Logos for station 
vehicles, station letterhead, T-shirts and 
other promotional items should all be 
ready. Make sure the promotion fits the 
format. Successful kick-off promotions 
have included the following: 

• Go commercial-free — easily one 
of the quickest ways to get listeners to 
pay attention. 

• Give away money by the box-load 
on the air or hand it out in envelopes at 
locations all over town. 

• Offer the phrase that pays: You pay 
people to tell you your slogan — a great 
double whammy. 

How much money should you be ex-
pected to pay for all this? Plan to spend at 
least 20 percent of your operating budget. 

If you're not going to put forth the ef-
fort, don't be disappointed with the results. 
The days of making an impact with music 
alone are dwindling. MI 

Bill Richards is President of Bill 
Richards Radio Consulting. He 
may be reached at 407-292-4424 
or by E-mail at greatradio@aol 
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Keep 
News/Talk 
Flying High 
6 Immutable 
Principles 
by Michael Packer 

I
n its 20-year climb to the top, the num-
ber of stations involved in some form of 
News/Talk, Talk or Sports/Talk has 

mushroomed from around 50 in 1979 to 
more than 1,000 today. In reviewing the 
management styles of the most successful 
stations, six immutable principles come to 
mind. 

I . The Client Principle — The lis-
tener is the station's most important 
client. To outpace the market, a Talk 
station must generate lots of traffic for 
advertisers. The customers who move 
through the advertiser's door and ring 
the cash register are the station's loyal 
audience. Make sure your No. 1 client 
is a satisfied listener. The advertisers 
and revenue will follow. 

2. The Anti-Targeting Principle 
— Successful management does not 
waste precious resources chasing after 
listeners it will never get. It knows 
which image a successful competitor 
owns and will seek other images to build 
and niches to fill. 

3. The Thinker Principle — Inside-
out managers commit serious blunders 
when they make programming decisions 
based on internal agendas that have little 
to do with actual listener desires. Outside-
in programmers do the research necessary 
to discover the ever-changing attitudes of 
PI listeners. Core audience needs are then 
used as a reality check prior to every de-
cision involving programming, promo-
tions and marketing. 

4. The Higher Recall Principle — 
For the local air slots, hire talent who 
seek celebrity status. The celebrity host 
is a frequent master of ceremonies at 
social events, appears as a guest "expert" 
on local television programs, contributes 

articles to 
the town's newspapers and 

magazines, has a high profile in local 
charities, and is cranking out a newslet-
ter, working on a book, appearing in 
local plays etc. Heavy community in-
volvement on the part of both man-
agement and celebrity hosts ensures that 
the station's visibility in the market re-
mains high. 

5. The "Super Listener" Principle 
— Super listeners are spouses, relatives, 
friends, advertisers and callers who 
enjoy bashing the Talk host. As long as 
no law is being broken, it's manage-

ment's job to shield the 
host from these 
stormy showers of 
negativity. It's not 
the clamor from 
the peanut gallery 

that causes experi-
enced News/Talk 

managers to panic; it's 
the deadly silence that 

shrouds a vanilla host. No one com-
ments and no one cares about the host 
who can't make an emotional connec-
tion with listeners. 

6. The Minutia Principle — The 
dust never settles. These managers are 
obsessed with delivering quality pro-
gramming 1,441 minutes daily. They 
know that every newscast, promo and 
promotion is either super-serving the Pis' 
needs or is off target. lei 
Michael Packer is President of 
Detroit-based Packer 
TalkRadio Consulting. He 
may be reached at 2 48-6 5 6-
414o or by E-mail at 
mpacker@aol.com 

DEMERS 
DELIVERS! 

Customized 
Solutions! 

Winniqg 
Strategies. 

Ratings 
Results! 

DEM ERS PROGRAMMING 
M EDIA CONSULTANTS 
(610) 363-2636 

FOR YOUR BRAND OF ROCK 
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SOUND BITES 
ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS 

WWJ Newsradio 950 in Detroit will 

carry the daily, : 90 feature Second 

Thoughts, produced by veteran jour-

nalist and news anchorman Mort Crim. 

The feature will be heard at 6:40 a.m., 

8:40 a.m., 10:40 a.m. and 12:40 p.m. 

During his motivational essays, Crim 

uses humor, personal anecdotes and 

compelling stories to emphasize his belief in the 

aspects of human nature. For more information, 

Homberg at 248-423-3322. j¡ 

positive 

call Rich 

NEON KNIGHT 

Broadcast Programming has promoted Lia 

Knight to host of Neon Nights, its Monday-

through- Friday seven-to- midnight Country • 

show. Neon Nights, heard in 35 markets, 

is a fast-moving combination of top 

Country hits, interviews with Country 

stars, contests and listener calls. Knight focuses the show 

on women listeners, who make up more than 60 percent 

of the Country Radio audience. Contact Dave Newton at 

800-426-9082. Qi 

BAND SEARCH 

SJS Entertainment Marketing has been contracted to produce 

  the fourth annual Sam Goody Ultimate Band 

Search. The annual competition looks for 

new unsigned talent in 10 regions across 

the country. Entry forms for performers will 

be available this fall at participating Sam 

Goody locations nationwide. Music indus-

try professionals representing Radio, records 

and retail will judge the competitions. For 

more information, contact Paul Jankowski 

at 615-251-9737. Éel 

FOOTBALL AGREEMENT 

The University of Michigan and One-On-

One Sports, Inc. an-

nounced their three-year 

agreement in which 

One-On-One Sports will 

become the national Radio network for the 

university's football program, giving UM 

the potential for the largest Radio expo-

sure of any collegiate team in the country. 

During the first year of the agreement, 

1998, One-On-One Sports will have the 

right to air a minimum of six UM football 

games. Subsequent years will provide UM 

with the option of a full 12-game sched-

ule on the network. Contact One-On-One's 

Carolyn Phillips at 847-509-1661. 

oneonone 
SPORTS 

É I Ip. if 

CAREER FAIR 

The 1998 NAB Fall Career Fair, held in 

conjunction with the NAB Radio Show, 

will take place Oct. 14 at the Washington 

State Convention and Trade Center in Seat-

tle. Recruiters from the broadcast indus-

try will promote job openings; and the 

Broadcast Career Center will offer career 

services and counseling. Job seekers and 

recruiters may register online at 

www.nab.org/ech or may phone the NAB 

at 202-429-5498. Deadline for job-seek-

er registration is Sept. 30; recruiter-reg-

istration deadline is Oct. 2. tei 
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SPECIAL 
REPORT 

PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

A GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMMING FOR THE MILLENIUM AND BEYOND 

IS THE FUTURE SO BRIGHT 
THEY HAVE TO WEAR SHADES? 

W
That does the future hold for Program Directors in 

Radio? Radio Ink gathered four industry experts, sat 
them around — and on — our programming table, 

and asked for predictions. PDs are being asked to program groups 
of stations, motivate staffs, get ratings, do an air-shift, talk to 
record companies, consider longer stop-sets, discuss pay-for-play 

and much, trod, more. As wc 11st the "Best Program Directors in 
America," haw many will be around next year, in three years or 
ten? Should they be if they don't expand their skills? David 
Pearlman, Dan Mason, Randy Michaels, and Tom Kay (I-r above) 
talk about the PD's job heading into the year 2000, traits of a great 
PD and whether they should discover the world of sales. 34 
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-go 33 Special Report 

The Difference is In 
the Detail! 

ti 

By John 
Schad 

President 
Smarts 
Broad-
cast 

Systems 

Shopping for digital audio or 
automation? Here's a tip that 
will help you make the right 
choice. Don't consider your 
new system to be a computer 
with programs and audio cards, 
think of it instead as a highly 
specialized piece of broadcast 
equipment that uses computer 
technology. I recently pur-
chased a furnace for our home. 
This furnace had a board full of 
logic chips - many more than 
you would find in a computer. I 
didn't ask the salesman if those 
chips were Pentiums or 486's, 
because I wasn't applying com-
puter standards to specialized 
equipment. I just wanted the 
furnace to heat the house. 

The same problem exists when 
a station makes decisions on 
computer standards. They can 
get a great computer but find it 
doesn't make a very good live 
audio or automation system. We 
at SMARTS can explain this in 
much more detail. Our hard-
ware is rugged from the rack 
mount case to the unique modu-
lar design that creates levels of 
reliability well above that of a 
standard computer. It repre-
sents the best of both worlds, 
with up to date computer tech-
nology married to hardware de-
signed to run for many years. 

Our software is uniquely 
matched to the hardware. There 
are no incompatibilities caused 
by hardware that isn't designed 
to do the job. Contact us at: 

(800) 747-6278 
www.smartsbroadcast.com 

Tci 
 Systerns 

LILh has been made of Dan 

Mason's comments at this year's 
Upper-Midwest Communic-

ations Conclave in Minneapolis. Mason, 
CBS Radio President, was quoted as say-
ing, "Jobs on the programming side of 
Radio will continue to be eliminated." He 
was also quoted as predicting that "for 
every position eliminated in program-
ming this year, there will be three added 
in sales." These comments jarred the lives 
of Program Directors, some of whom 
already are of the opinion that they take 
a back seat to sales departments. 

Tom Kay is the Executive Director 
of The Conclave. He says.Mason was 
trying to point out that the broader you 
can expand your education in Radio — 
programming especially — the better 
your chances are of thriving in consoli-
dation. "I was happy that some of what 
Dan Mason had to say were comments 
that I've made myself or have heard in 
the presence of others over the last 
three years. Basically, programmers who 
are one-trick ponies — the Rock spe-
cialists, the Top 40 people and the AC 
people — are going to have some prob-
lems, because what is needed now in 
Radio is a well-rounded person." 

However, Randy Michaels, Jacor 
Communications' CEO, has a different 
take on the future of PDs: "I think the 
future is very bright. I do not think PDs 
should be thinking about getting into 
sales or adding three spots an hour to 
prove they are better programmers. 
Ultimately, I think Radio is all about 
product. If I had the I 0 best salespeople 
in the market selling a two-share, as 
opposed to the 10 worst selling a 10-
share, I know who would make more 
money. Salesmanship makes a tremen-
dous difference but, at the end of the 
day, revenue is closely related to the 
size and quality of the audience." 

Michaels says the number of PD 
jobs already has been diminished and he 
doesn't see it dropping a lot more. "I 
believe that every station that is serious 
has to have an advocate with authority 
in charge of the product. However, I 
also think there are better jobs being 
created. The disparity between the 
average PD's salary and the average 
SM's salary has, historically, been huge. 
PDs, I guess, got paid in T-shirts and 
lunches from the record companies, and 

those days have passed. Now, good pro-
gramming people are every bit as 
expensive as good sales managers. 
While there are fewer jobs today, the 
jobs that do exist are better, more 
important and more rewarding." 

WHAT ARE THE PDS THINKING? 
Back at The Conclave, Kay remarks 

that how PDs feel about their futures 
and their roles in consolidation has a lot 
to do with communication from the 
company. "Some already have been 
given additional responsibilities and 
votes of confidence from the higher-
ups. There are others who have not 
been communicated with very well 
about where their companies are going. 
Some of this may have a lot to do with 
what the company is like." 

At Jacor, Michaels says it's perfectly 
clear. "Programmers [are not] just facili-
tators or people who can put it on the 
air when a consultant tells them. [They 
are] people who really have a vision, 
who understand where the money 
comes from, who understand marketing 
and who understand how to combine 
art and science, then create magic. 

MICHAELS' 
VIEW 
ON PAY-
FOR- PLAY 

"I have very mixed 

thoughts on this subject. It 

concerns me. Anytime we compromise 

product integrity for dollars, it is a poten-

tially dangerous situation. 

"Certainly, the exposure of a hit 

song beats a commercial for a carpet 

store, a used- car lot and a race track 

back-to-back. However, it is something 

we have to be careful about. 

"If there is a legitimate way to take 

some of the promotion money these 

record companies have and expose 

product they believe in — without sub-

stantially compromising the integrity of 

the stations — then we certainly 

should look at it. Yet, the potential for 

abuse in this area certainly scares me." 
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I do not think PDs should 

be thinking about getting 

into sales or adding three 

spots an hour to prove they 

are better programmers. 

Ultimately, I think Radio 

is all about product. 
— Randy Michaels, Jacor Communications 

These people have an extremely bright 
future, particularly those who are flex-
ible, open to new ideas and are ready 
to accept the change that is coming 
with ... the new nature of the Radio 
business." 

CBS Co-COO David Pearlman 
says that at CBS, PDs are asked to do a 
lot: "The job is evolving into a more 
global view of Radio in general, 
because the decisions you make are 
more bottom- line oriented and 
focused, which brings with it a greater 
responsibility. The most successful 
PDs of the future will be those who 
can [work] their magic on the on- air 
product, manage people effectively 
and also be sales-savvy." 

TRAITS OF A GREAT PD 
As Radio moves toward the year 

2000 and continues to experience its 
growing pains with consolidation, 
Mason says the five common traits of 
the best PDs are: 

• Be a passionate student of the 
Radio business; 

• Have a great appreciation of on-
air talent; 

• Be curious about what people are 
listening to; 

• Simplify the goal; 
• Let staff take the credit for wins 
When the question is put to 

Michaels, the answer is not much dif-
ferent. "They must have great people 
skills. They must have passion, focus, 
a sense of strategy, and knowledge of 
marketing and business. Now, this is a 
full plate, but that's what it takes. The 
days are over when the ability to have 
good relationships with the record 
companies and being able to pick thu 
hits would get you there." 

Pearlman says that as PDs evolve, 
they should become much more savvy 
about the world of revenue and the 
cause and effect that their program-
ming has on it, "as well as what contri-
bution they can make to top- line 
development without hampering or 
hurting the consumer view of their on-
air product. It is a delicate balance." 

Kay says the buzzword at The 
Conclave was flexibility: "This word 
came up many times over the course 
of our weekend. You have to be able 
to roll with the punches, have a posi-
tive attitude and be able to see that 
something that looks troublesome on 
the outset, upon further review, is 
merely a fun new challenge." gi 
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IT'S AN 

-U-PI-H-L-L 

BATTLE... 

We've taken taken 
many other 
stations 
the top- now 
it's your 

Call us today. 
Let's plan 
meet at 
NAB. 

I. IL lb. 
urniti...ka, ibidied 
Bill Hennes & Associates 
Broadcast Consultants 

Phone: 910.313-2491 
Fax: 910313-0228 
E-mail: BHennes10.5@aoLcom 

to 

turn! 

to 
the 

The Pay-for- Play 
Question 

Is the Lure of Quick Cash Too Great? 
A Radio àll< Inquiry 

0
 ne of the hottest topics among 
Program Directors today is the 
issue of pay-for-play. As Radio 

stations are sold for enormous sums of 
money, the demand for a quick return has 
managers looking at all departments to 
flow cash. Has the time come when cash 
exchanges hands for the direct number of 
spins per song? Is that a bad thing? Can we 
trust ourselves enough when we see that 
imaginary line in the sand where integrity 
changes to greed? 

Tom Barnes is co-owner of Sinton, 
Barnes & Associates, a consulting firm that 
advocates pay-for-play. He says, "When 
thinking people look at the issue, they think 
'What's the big deal?' " Barnes says his com-
pany always has been honest about what's 
going on in the industry: "Let's manage it 
effectively and try to make it more efficient." 

John Sebastian, formerly PD of 
KZLA-FM Los Angeles, now is working 
in Phoerix. He says it's more than just 
money; it's the sound of the station. 
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"Radio is getting over-commercial-
ized," says Sebastian. He adds that pay-
for-play is not morally wrong, but he 
objects to selling everything that's being 
broadcast — there are too many commer-
cials per hour as it is: 'The audience is get-
ting tired of it and will get more tired of it. 
We'll see overall Radio listening decrease." 

But Barnes says it's even OK to back-
sell a song brought to you by a record com-
pany. "I know it sends horrible willies 
through people, especially programming 
people," he comments. "However, if you 
think about it, isn't it true that Arista is 
bringing you this record? I know that PDs 
shudder at the idea of their playlists being 
for sale. I understand the fear of putting 
playlists up for sale and [having] PDs lose 
control. But most of the PDs I work with are 
smart enough to know how to manage it." 

Sebastian refers back to the sound of 
the station more than the money it brings 
¡fl: "I'm being facetious, but let's sell the 
time, the weather and the DJ's name, then." 

ADDED VALUE 
We hear it all the time in sales: "We 

need a promotion or added value to put 
you on the buy." Is this Radio's opportuni-
ty to ask for the same? 

Barnes says it's already happening. 
"Records don't get played if they don't 
have a promotion attached to them. So 
what's the difference? The independents 
are paying Radio stations lump sums of 
money and are providing Radio stations 
with trips, shows and all kinds of other 
promotional compensation. Everyone 
knows unfamiliar music is not the safest 
thing to be playing. My contention is that 
you might as well have the record compa-
nies — to some extent — come in and 
share some of the risk associated with 
playing unfamiliar music." 

Sebastian worries about the long-term 
effects of this trend. "If we go too much fur-
ther, we are going to lose all the gains we 
have made over many years. In the 1960s, 
AM Radio got completely over-commercial-
ized. In fact, they did, legally (and illegally), 
some of the things we are talking about here. 
FM Radio came along and, because of the 
AM stations' vulnerability and over-commer-
cialization, FM Radio was able to beat them 
overnight and wipe them out. 

"FM and AM, but mostly FM music 
stations, are going so far in this direction 
now that, if a group of music stations came 

If Radio 
stations start 
generating 

sales through 
spins, what 
will prevent 
the sales 

department 
from becom-
ing involved 
and making 
the calls? 

along, or if the Internet became big 
enough to be a viable competitor, those 
stations would be so vulnerable, they 
could be beaten overnight. The listeners 
are so unhappy with the product that it 
could very well happen." 

THAT LINE IN THE SAND 
It you give an inch, will they take a 

foot? If Radio stations start generating 
sales through spins, what will prevent the 
sales department from becoming involved 
and making the calls? Barnes says this is a 
reasonable concern. "My response always 
has been that this is precisely why control 
needs to be taken by the programming 
department. They need to be proactive 
about this, rather than reactive." 

Sebastian also is concerned about 
Radio stations taking cash for songs they 
wouldn't normally have played. "I am 
leniently opposed to that. At that point, 
we've crossed the line where we no longer 
are going to be looking for the highest 
level of programming possible and playing 
songs only because they warrant being 
played. Thereby, we're getting into a ve:y 
dangerous area where we lose all that. The 
competence of the programming goes out 
the window." Éei 
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Special  

RonRec ycle 
Your 
Way to 
Higher 
Ratings 
Create Listening Occasions 
by Rhody Bosley 

I
mproving TSL is easy in concept but 
difficult in practice. Getting the audi-
ence to listen in more times (occasions) 

builds TSL. "Recycling" measures how 
well a Radio station moves an audience 
from one time period or one location of 
listening to another. Recycling will help 
you win in the Radio ratings game. 

There are three types of audience 
recycling: 

1 Vertical or Daypart Recycling — 

Getting the diary keeper to listen again in 
another time period. 

The calculation of daypart recycling 
is "the percentage of the cume in one day-
part that also listens in another daypart." 
Daypart recycling reveals, for example, 
what percentage of the morning drive 
audience also listens in afternoon drive or 
what percentage of the weekday audience 
also listens on weekends. The more times 
an audience listens in a week, the higher 
the ratings can be, because more quarter-
hours of listening are accumulated. 

Winning programming tactics 
include cross-promoting station features 
in other dayparts. For example, during 
a.m. drive, promote station features in 
midday or p.m. drive. Encourage listen-
ers to listen in other dayparts to win at 
vertical recycling. 

2. Horizontal or Day Recycling — 
Getting the same listener to listen again on 
a different day of the week. 

Daily cume is not reported by 
Arbitron, but you can get the percentage 
of the total week's cume that listens on a 
particular day of the week. Knowing the 
percentage of the audience that listens on 
any given day demonstrates how well the 
programming is succeeding in getting lis-
teners to "tune in tomorrow, same time, 
same station." 

Strategies to improve recycling by 
day must be directed at habitual 
behavior. Encourage horizontal recy-
cling by getting audiences to believe 
they will miss something if they don't 
listen again tomorrow. 

3. Recycling by Listening Location 
—Getting the diary keeper to listen to 
the station again, but from a different 
listening location. 

Every time the listener changes listen-
ing locations, the Arbitron diary requires a 
new entry. For example, what percentage 
of those listening at home then listen in 

the car? What percentage of the in-car 
audience then follows the station to work? 

Programmers must determine when 

their audience moves and must construct 
programming elements to assist them in 
wanting to follow the station as they move 
from place to place. Studying listening 
location recycling is important because this 
recycling can occur in only one daypart, on 
only one day. For example, the diary keep-
er listens at home from 7 a.m. to 7:30 a.m., 
drives to work and listens from 7:30 a.m. to 
8 a.m., and listens at work from 8:05 a.m. 
to 10 a.m. That's 12 quarter-hours of listen-
ing in one daypart, but three occasions of 
listening on just one day. 

Design tactics to improve TSL by 
improving recycling by day, daypart and 
listening location. Each time a diary keep-
er tunes in a station, changes a station or 
changes location of listening, a new occa-
sion of listening is created. More occasions 
of listening means a higher TSL. Good 
luck, and good ratings. à 

Rhody Bosley is Partner, 
Research Director, Inc. 
He may be reached at 
410-377-5859 or by E-mail at 
rbosley@Home.com 

We've won awards for saving our customers money. 

BSI /"Itee 
Broadcast Software 

International 

"Your knowledge and programming 
efforts allowed the United States 
Army to save the American 
taxpayers $20,000.00." 
John B. McDougel, Colonel, 
United States Army. 
(G ,rtilicate of Appreciation presented to BSI.) 

$999 Automation. $249 Cart Machine. Let us save some money for you too. 
Affordable Digital Automation Free Tech Support Free Trial Software 

888-13SIUSA1 www.bsiusa.com 
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sfinnsolidatio 
Reactio 
Don't Get Caugh 
Unprepared 
by Bill Hennes 

Ala PD, you 
may already 
ave experi-

enced (or soon will experience) 
being bought by another company. 
Knowing that this may happen at any 
moment, how do you as PD do what's best 
for your current owner, staff, and listeners 
— and yourself? 

Get yourself and your staff in the 
right frame of mind. Stay positive and be 
willing to help in any way possible to 
make the station (and yourself) be the best 
you can be. 

When it comes to your career, 
you're in the driver's seat. Here are some 
things to :hink about, review with your 
staff and act on. 

Set goals (and write them down). 
Know where you want to go — when and 
why. It has been proven that, without 
goals, we wander aimlessly. As a good PD, 
it is your job to prepare and train your staff 
for the next step in the business. 

Be specific and realistic and ready 
to change the goals. Some things to 
think about: 

• For whom do you (and your staff) ulti-
mately want to work? Why? Talk to people 
who have worked for this group or owner. 

• What jobs can you do now that will 
get you to your goal? Don't waste time on 
anything else. 

• Where do you and your family 
want to live? Do your homework. 

Read all you can — about our indus-
try, business in general, time management, 
people management etc. 

Diversify your skills. Those who will 
be most valuable are those who can do the 
job of three. 

Broaden your vision. Ask others 
what they do and how they do it. Find out 
how things work elsewhere, and think 

about whether they would work for you. 
Go to seminars, and steal great ideas. 

There are no friends when it comes 
to money. When money needs to be 
spent, go to your supervisor with facts and 
figures. Chances of getting the money will 
be much higher if you approach the situa-
tion from a business standpoint. 

Identify mentors and people who 
can help you. Seek them out and stay in 
touch with them on a regular basis. 

Take risks. It is better to be 80 per-
cent correct and make things happen 
than to be 100 percent after the oppor-
tunity has passed. 

Don't fear failure; seize opportunities. 
Failure is an opportunity to learn. Bc 
unique. Where are the needs, and how can 
you fill them? 

Stay focused and watch the details. 
Read and review your goals, stick to your 
priorities, and remember "the devil is in 
the details." 

Be persistent. It's a competitive play-
ing field, and you must have tenacity 
to survive. 

Remember that we got into this busi-
ness because we love it. That fact is easy to 
forget among all the upheaval and change. 
Don't lose your passion and the fun of pro-
gramming. When that happens, our sta-
tions lose, our staffs lose, our listeners lose, 
and most importantly, we end up the 
biggest losers of all. ei 
Bill Hennes is President of 
Bill Hernies and Associates, a 
consulting firm based in 
Wilmington, N.C. He can be 
reached at 910-313-2491 or by 
E-mail at Bhenneslo5@aol.com 

THINKING OF. 
COMBINING 
YOUR 
STATIONS? 

Talk to us. 

We've been 
making 

multifrequency 
antennas and 
combiners for 
over 30 years. 

High-power, 
low-power, 

omni-
directional or 
directional. 

On the right is 
our Model 61114, 
which carries 
the whole FM 

band. 

Shively 
Labs 

because ... 
,.. it pa_ vs 

to be heard. 

MI> 

• 

P.O.Box. 389, • 
Bridgton, ME 04009 USA 

Tel.: (207) 647-3327 
FAX: (207) 647-8273 

1-888-SHIVELY 
e-mail: sales@shively.com 
Web: www.shively.com 

- An Employee-Owned Company - 
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Special Report 

How to be a PD In the 
21st Century 
It's a Balancing Act 
by Corinne Baldassano 

C
onsolidation, cutbacks, out-
sourcing, downsizing and virtual 
Radio are words that had very 

little to ao witn programming Dero-re 
1996. Now, they're part of our every-
day vocabulary. 

The PD's role has changed signifi-
cantly since 1996 as well. Today's pro-
grammer has to be an entrepreneur, 
business manager, and team player as 
well as an effective leader. 

part-timers (or use your interns) to Learn how to read a profit-
cover local events and make sure your and- loss statement or under-
station banner or microphone flag is stand how cash flow is fig-

BE MORE LOCAL 
Over the next few years, most PDs 

will learn to live with fewer resources. 
You'll have to find creative ways to keep 
your station fresh and interesting to lis-
teners who have more entertainment 
choices than ever. One inexpensive way 
to do that is to focus on being totally 
local. Use the phones and put listeners 
on the air in all dayparts, not just morn-
ing drive. Freshen your positioning 
statements frequently, keeping them 
topical and slightly irreverent. Hire 

1;1 t1, 

LEARN BUSINESS 
Be willing to learn the business of 

the Radio station. Take the time to learn 
the economics of running the station. 

urea. up one o e easy- o-reaa 
books that explains finance for the non-
financial manager. Go on sales calls or 
attend sales meetings, then invite the 
SM or an AE to your staff meetings. 
Consider getting a CRMC. When you 

Go on sales calls or attend 

sales meetings, then invite 

the SM or an AE to your 

staff meetings. Consider 

getting a CR\AC. 

Success 
It's a state 

of mind Willhight Research. Inc. has been providing local market 

radio ratings data for over fifteen years to the broadcast 

community. Contact us for more 

information to see how we can help 

your state of mind. 
Willhight Research, Inc 

Aueence Meaturement Survey, 

Seattle, WA • 206-431-8430 

FAX 206-431-0603 • e-mail dbhaste@aolxem 
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speak the language of business, you 
become more valuable to your GM, and 
you get better at making a case for what 
you really need to build a great-sound-
ing Radio station. 

PLAY WELL WITH OTHERS 
Learn to be a team player. 
Your company may be locat-
i stations under one roof, 

and suddenly you're down the hall from 
your former arch- rivals. Understand 
where the competition ends and the 
cooperation begins. Spend an hour a 
week with the GM discussing issues 
that affect the Radio station or stations. 

flat way, you re always reaay to step in 
when help is needed. 

GET ORGANIZED 
With so many diverse responsibili-

ties, today's PD has to be super-orga-
nized. If you haven't yet invested in a 
day planner or PalmPilot, now's the 
time. Over the next few years, you will 
be increasingly expected to support and 
carry out the owner's goals while con-
tinuing to attract a loyal and enthusias-
tic listener base. 

THE BOTTOM LINE 
Were living in a time of tremen-

dous media growth, where "content is 
kin." Yet, many Radio stations appear 

loads rise to meet revenue goals, and as 
business issues dictate some program-
ming strategies, be careful not to drift 
away from the basic principles that 
make Radio unique, and leave the door 
open to even more entertainment 
forms that will vie for our listeners' 
time. Now, more than ever, program-
mers have to be able to support and 
carry out the owner's goals while con-
tinuing to attract a loyal and enthusias-
tic listener base. gi 

Corinne Baldassano is GM, 
Radio Division, Associated 
Press. She may be reached at 

roc sea on c rung costs ramer rnan 
investing in the product. As inventory 

-02-/16-110 . 

You're a helluva program director: 

Now you program three stations... 

For about what you were making programming one. 

you're in more meetings than the Spice Girls' manager. 

You're writing a frightening number of memos. 

And, geesh, which new owner will you have to kiss up to this week? 

You've been promising to take a day away from the station to monitor. 

You've got a great ear, but it's in meetings. Not your fault. 

Now, you've got an extra set of ears. Ears that hear what you want them to hear. 

Sabo Media Monitors make sure your programming, your format, 

your ideas are actually on the air. Confidentially. 

Please call and ask for a sample Sabo Monitor. It's part of the package 

of amazing tools from the consultant that gets results. 

If you like our work, it can be yours. 

Call when the meeting's over. 

SABO MEDIA 
212.808.3005 
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You can upgrade the look and sound 
of your live broadcasts for FREE! 
Enter the Radio Ink Ultimate Remote Drawing. 

HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL WIN ... 

arty Sh 
Yo from the cr6 

prote ur equipment '.4th the KD 
Kanopy Party Shade It's,iight, portable ' 
ondesy to set up. See tkD Kanopy at 
‘Atigirsiclio Show in Seattlà bt Booth #41(i 

tys, 

117( — 1C(.-; Pirç 
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F 
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A Comrex Hotline 
Your live broadcast will sound better with a Comrex Hotline. 

With the use of an ordinary telephone line, you'll get studio-quality 
sound. There are no antennas to set up or digital lines to install. 
See Comrex at the NAB Radio Show in Seattle at Booth #720. 

HOW TO ENTER: 
Just mail or fax entries to Radio Ink. 

Fax entry to: Ultimate Remote Contest: 561-655-6164, or mail to: Ultimate Drcnving Guidelines: 
No purchase necessary Prizes delivered to your Rodio station by the manufacturers 

Prizes cannot be exchanged for cash or used as a refund toward or replace any existing 
Remote Contest, c/o Radio Ink, 224 Datura Street, West Palm Beach, FL 33401. orders that may be in place mth the companies that supply the prizes Drawing ts open to 

all officially government- licensed Radio stations worldwide Dramng winners hold Radio 
Ink harmless on any warranty or performance claims mode by manufacturers of the prize 

NAME  All Federal, State and local taxes, including but not limited to sales tar, goods and services 

tax, are the sole responsibility of the corner The prize from RD Konopy is a Party Shade. 
one color logo printed on lour sides of top, one frame cover, four stakes The prize from 

STATION  Comrex is one portable Hotline and one Hotline rock mount Winner is responsible for all 
costs associated with any upgrade or option package they may choose from the prize man' 

MAILING ADDRESS  ufaclurers All mailed and faxed entries must be received by Radio Ink by Thursday, 
October 8, 1998. 600 pm EST Entries also may be dropped at the Cornrex booth at the 
NAB Radio Show up until the drawing lime Winner will be drawn at random Fnom all 
entries on Friday, October 16, 1998, at the NAB Rodio Show in Seattle Drawing winner 
agrees that Radio Ink and its drawing sponsors may use their nome, photo likeness, station 
call letters or logo, on any promotional advertising Radio Ink reserves the right to alter this 

TELEPHONE FA% E-MAIL  contest at any time 
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N THE FOLLOWING PAGES, RADIO INK IDENTI-
FIES THE 60 BEST PROGRAM DIRECTORS IN 
AMERICA. WINNERS ARE BROKEN DOWN INTO 

FOUR CATEGORIES: 
Major Market (markets 1 — 15) 
Large Market (maikets 16 - 40) 
Medium Market (markets 41 - 100) 
Small Market (markets 1004 

with getting more done with less time. Did they put a lot of 
thought into their answers? Once the information was submit-
ted, we went back to our experts for their votes. We compiled 
the information from our panel, and the results are in the pages 
that follow. 

There are many factors that come into play in determin-
ing a great PD: ratings, attitude, format performance, company 
commitment to programming etc. One thing was clear: The 

Radio Ink Names 
The Best Program Directors 

in America 
We've named the 10 best — with honorable mentions for 

an additional five — in each category. 
Nominations were accepted from programming experts, 

group heads and company owners across the country. 
Nominees were notified of their selection. Once they respond-
ed, they were asked to complete a two-page questionnaire 
about their philosophies, successes, skills and managing abili-
ties. They also were asked to submit ratings information. They 
were given a deadline to respond. 

We looked for many things from the nominees. Could 
they meet a deadline? After all, this business has a lot to do 

PDs who took the time to answer these questions and who take 
their commitment to programming seriously have "got it." 
They are the best and would be successful despite the many 
factors involved. 

We have been careful not to list the specific philosophies 
of The Best Program Directors in America. Those philosophies 
are the unique characteristics that have made these men and 
women the best. And in the end, this is a very competitive busi-
ness. Our purpose was not to list the names of PDs who should 
be stolen. It was to recognize them for their accomplishments 

and their contributions to the industry. 46 10. 
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 - TRACY JOHNSON 
- J KFMB-AM/FM SAN DIEGO 

Tracy Johnson has been voted Radio 
Ink's Best Program Director in America 
for the major-market category (encom-

,..\_ijia;r..\ passing markets 1 through 15). Johnson 
started his Radio career a; the age of 15 

at KNLV in Ord, Neb. He's been a PD since 1981, when he 
began his management career at KFRX in Lincoln, Neb. Back 
in 1989, Johnson left programming to become a consultant. 
He returned to programming in 1992. He calls it the biggest 
risk and best move he's made in his career. 

'This is more than just a job or a means to a paycheck," 
he says. "It's a passion. Without passion as a driving force, sta-
tions are doomed to being merely ordinary." That is one of 
the keys to Johnson's success, as well as one of the many rea-
sons Johnson received our vote as the top PD in America. His 
attitude and level of commitment is "whatever it takes" to get 
the job done. 

"In 1984 or 1985, I realized I was an adecuate DJ but 
would never become the air persona ity I wanted to be. I just 
didn't have 'it,' but I knew what 'it' was." 

When asked what it takes to make his stltion work. 
Johnson replied, "Only one thing — attitude. Give me a stafl 
of good people who love what they cb and want tc make a dif-
ference in the market, combine it with support, realistic expec-
tations and patience from the company, and we will win." 

According to Johnson, a great PD is "someone who is able 
to establish a strategic game plan to maximize performance 
and who sets a tone inside a station that makes it possible for 
the staff to reach their full potential individually and collec-
tively through communication, explanation and motivation." 

About ratings, Johnson states, 'When you focus on rat-
ings, you dehumanize the station. It takes people out of the 
mix. We concentrate on making an impact with listeners on 
an emotional level. If we can make a station meaningful to the 
listener, the ratings will be there." 

48 PI 
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HEAD ON, "THE BEST 
TRAFFIC SYSTEM IN 
THE BUSINESS." 

Computer Concepts' VI (Visual Traffic)/ 
is the "best traffic system in radio." And 

for good reason. Its Windows based 

visual interface is easy to learn and 

V.T. offers multi station capabilities from 

one location. Add to that pre-defined 

management reports, station split functions 

for billing, A/R, commissions and more... you'll 

soon discover why VT. makes it safe to play in traffic. 
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DAVID GLEASON 
KTNQ-AM LOS ANGELES 

David Gleason has been the PD of Spanish- lan-
guage KTNQ since 1995. He started his Radio 
career in 1959 at the age of 13 in Cleveland, Ohio. 
In 1964, the owner of HCRM1 in Quito, Ecuador, 
decided to make him the PD. Gleason just happened 
to be that owner, which made programming deci-
sions easy. In 1978, Gleason took a risk while pro-
gramming a station in San Juan. He changed a beau-
tiful-music station to 100 percent salsa. Since 1995, 
Gleason has programmed KTNQ, which he con-
verted from an aging personality-and-music station 
to all Talk. 

Gleason says about commitment, "A Spanish-
language News/Talk station requires a special 
degree of involvement and dedication. The format 
is new in the U.S., and 100 percent of our hours are 
locally programmed." Gleason is dedicated to 
training — many of the talent at KTNQ have no 
Radio experience. 

"A PD must coach talent to be both individuals 
and part of creating stationality," he says. "Meetings 
and coaching intended to promote stationality must 
not give the impression of demanding conformity, 
so they often are like pep rallies where everyone is 
there to root for the team, and individual concerns 
are laid aside." 
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JACK SWANSON 
KGO-AM, KSFO-AM SAN FRANCISCO 

Jack Swanson is in his second tour with 
KGO/KSFO in San Francisco. He has 34 years of lop 
Radio experience — 13 years wearing the PD hat — 
and 15 years with his current station. In 1979, 
Swanson was the News Director for KGO. Two fim 
years later, he was named PD. Swanson says he was 
viewed as a "good maintenance PD," and people 
questioned whether he was creative enough to re-
create KSFO. It paid off, and Swanson enters our 
Best PDs list at No. 3. KG° recently scored its 80th 
consecutive No. 1 rating with persons 12+. That's go 
20 years at No. I. Top that, Casey Kasem. 

On becoming a PD, Swanson says, "I was doing 
news at WLS, writing a story about a murder. I knew 
there were at least 60 templates for writing murder 
stories. I was getting bored, and I had no interest in 
developing template No. 61. 

"Ancil Paine once told me, 'When you manage 
people, you will owe them for the rest of your life.' 

70 
I try to remember that when managing people. 
They want to win. They want to be a big success. 
They need and want and deserve what managers 7Ç 
want — 'Get the hell out of my way, give me the 
tools I need to do the job, and cheer for me when I 111 
hit home runs.'" 

BECKY BRENNER 
KYCW-FM SEATTLE 

Becky Brenner is a 20-year Radio veteran, start-
ing in Oshkosh, Wis., where she began her career as 
a beat reporter and news anchor. She gained experi-
ence in all departments at a Radio station and land-
ed on her feet in Seattle, where she wound her way 
up the ladder to her present position at KYCW. 
Brenner says she's very proud of the fact that she has 
yet to be fired from any Radio job — a great accom-
plishment in our current climate. 

About her commitment to Radio, Brenner says, "I 
never make the same mistake twice. I surround myself 
with a staff that is more talented and creative than I 
am. And I have GMs who appreciate hard work." 

She understands the business well, too, as reflect-
ed here: "Without client success stories and continued 
advertising support, there would be no Radio station 
to serve the public. While sales and programming are 
sometimes seen as having opposing goals, I believe 
we can meld those goals for one huge success." 

About being PD: "Everyone on the team con-
tributes to the goals and the stationality of the sta-
tion, but the PD has to have the right ear for the 
final sound of the station to guarantee success. 
Sometimes that requires the ability to convince 
people that every idea is their own." 50 
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GRES STRASSELL 
WU/IX-FM BOSTON 

Greg Strassell has been a Radio junkie for 23 
years — 11 years as a PD — and seven-and-a-half 
years with WBMX. He made a huge programming 
decision while with Emmis in 1990. Strassell con-
vinced his bosses to look past a research study and 
go heavy into a dance format. This would put the 
station in a head- to-head battle with a well- pro-
grammed CHR in the market. Strassell left one 
thing out in his conversation with the higher-ups — 
he knew nothing about a dance CHR format. It's 
that kind of success that has landed him with his 
current company and on Radio Ink's Best PDs list. 

"Watching WGBF Evansville go from last place 
to No. 1 overnight as a high-energy, smokin' Top 
40, knowing that one person (Jim Wood) could 
make that kind of difference in a Radio station by 
breathing life and hiring a killer staff," he says, 
"made me aware of what a great PD can do." 

Strassell says he's a good motivator of people 
because he's honest, and that builds credibility with 
his staff. 

Strassell hires talent by "looking for real people. 
I can spot a Radio person a mile away. I'd rather find 
a person who has a life and may have less experience 
than a person who has a ton of experience but few 
life experiences." 

Congratulations 

Greg Mocen 
on your selection by Radio Ink 

as one of America's 
Top Ten Program Directors 

from your friends, fans and colleagues 
in Atlanta at 

TM/ 

amimr_M 

WSeTALK RADIO 
•  
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Ala GREG MOCERI 
WSB-AM ATLANTA 

Greg Moceri has been in Radio for 

13 years — a PD for six — and at the 

helm of WSB for five of the six years he's 

worn the PD hat. In 1993, WSB was 

ranked No. 12 in the station's key demo. 

In many of the past eight ratings periods, 

WSB has been No. I in that key demo. 

Moceri says, "I was an on-air News 

talent in both Radio and TV for years, but 

discovered a yearning for the bigger pic-

ture and a desire to lead, direct and shape." 

STEVE ALLAN 
WBIG-FM WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Since 1993, Steve Allan has been 

programming WBIG, and his entire 

Radio career spans 25 years. 'To say I 

live and breathe WBIG would be an 

understatement." 

Allan signed on at WBIG in June 

1993 and never has looked back. He's 

guided the station for its entire life. "I 

dare anyone to show me a better Radio 

station — in this or any other format." 

A great PD has an incredibly diverse 

collection of skill sets, according to 
Allan: "A truly great PD must be able to 

do two things: visualize how a Radio 
station should sound, and communicate 

that vision to those who are commis-

sioned to execute it." 

• 
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JOE MCCOY 
WCBS-FM NEW YORK 

Joe McCoy has had a stellar career 

at a stellar Radio station. McCoy has 32 

years in the business — 21 as a PD — 

and 17 with WCBS. How committed is 

McCoy to WCBS? "If someone says 
something negative about WCBS or 

any of the people who work here, it's 

like insulting something very near and 

dear to me. I love what I do and want 

everyone who works for me to have 

that same feeling — and they do." 

CASEY KEATING 
KVI-AM SEATTLE 

Keating has more than two decades 

of Radio experience, with half of that 

time spent as a PD. He started his 

career at a 500-watt AM station in 

Boise. He's been in the business ever 

since his brother had a summer job at a 

top-40 station. Keating was 9 years old. 

"I consider myself to be the ultimate lis-

tener and good coach," he says, "so 

becoming a PD made sense. Sometimes 

you never know where or how far this 

business will take you. 

'This can be a very tough business 

sometimes, and it's important to have 

fun. The Radio station that wins in the 

halls wins on the air." 

CADILLAC JACK McCARTNEY 
WJMN-FM BOSTON 

Jack McCartney has 16 years in the 

business under his belt. But don't let his 

limited years as a PD (four) fool you — 

McCartney is a success story at WJMN: 

"It is because of my commitment to 

WJMN that I have passed on multiple 

opportunities. On a scale of i- 10, my level 
of commitment to the station is a 50." 

Cadillac Jack says a great PD is a stu-

dent of Radio: "They always are learning 

and teaching. They don't know the meaning 

of too much information. A great PD seeks 

to develop the same bond between the 

Radio station and its audience as they devel-

op between themselves and their staff." 

NO. 11 
Alan Eisenson, WEVD-AM New York 

NO. 12 
Michael Martin, KYLD-FM San Francisco 

NO. 13 
John Duncan,KLOS-FM Los Angeles 

NO. 14 
Steve Blatter, KLYY-FM Los Angeles 

NO. 15 
Rich Hawkins, KYXY-FN1 KPI N-FM 

San Diego 
Large Markets 52 

Are your remote events 
big enough to fit your 

on-air image? 

CALL OR FAX FOR MORE INFORMATION! 

561-622-0058 
561-622-4708 FAX 

r, 'Cllitot 
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- RAY MASSIE, CRMC 
r KFRG-FM RIVERSIDE, CALIF. 

• Ray Ma,.sie s Rio lk's choice for Best 
AL:22- Program Director in America for the large-

. :market category ( moompassing markets 16 
through 40). Massie is a 24-year Radio veteran with 17 years as a 
Program Director. He is also a CRMC, which is an RAB sales des-
ignation. Massie says he earned his CRMC after getting tired of 
being told by sellers, "-You] just don't understand what we do." 
Massie says he's very fortunate "that my hobby is also the way I'm 
able to earn a living." 

Massie says it's very risky to take on an already-successful 
Radio station and have the courage in your commitment to 
make it better. And that's what he did in Baton Rouge, La., with 
WYNK and in Riverside with KFRG "You expose yourself to a 
lot of second-guessing and lots of chances to fail," he says. And 
both stations gained substantially during his management. 

Massie was ready to become a PD back in 13.78. when 
was acting PD at WCSI-AM in Cokimbus, Inc. "I liked :le 
idea of being responsible for what was supp:sed to har pc 
he comments. 1 also real:zed at that time that I war't o ng 
to make a six- figure income as taler.t." Today, if f.e code wa.re 
a magic wand and have one thing (other than spending 
money) to make his station great, it would be "the belief and 
commitment of each individual staffer to a station goal. That's 
the most important item that every Radio station needs." 

In addition to our detailed questions, Massie added a few 
thoughts of his own that we thought were compelling. He 
talked about his staff's being more important to him than per-
sonal success or recognition: "My focus is on the success of 
the people who work with me to produce great Radio sta-
tions. The recognition that this nomination provides goes to 
the wonderful staffs with whom I've woiked, and their 
respective successes." 

54 le• 
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  GulfStar Communications, Inc. 

 _ Prophet Systems technology, 
(StarSystem) reported an amazing 

I 301% gain 
based on 

  Spring 1998 Arbitron ratings. 

 KJEM-FM, GulfStar's classic rock 

or     station in Fayetteville, AR, posted 

iàpp  an incredible 

  s_ 21680% increase 
in listenership from last year 

and left the direct format 

competitor in the dust. 

Latest and Greatest lectumbgy 
Prophet Systems, like the broaccast industry, is moving forward in great 
leaps. Take the 4udioWizard CFS32TM out for a test drive at the Fall show 
in Seattle and you'll see our point. This 32-bit Graphici. I User Interface 
combined with -pur powerful da-abase engine and WAN capabilities makes 
for one author-ative digital aucio system. 

Tech Support 
Our tech suFpert helps anticipa-e bumps in the road. Our serJices include 
system evaluabm, on-line trainirg, routine maintenance, cLstomer technical 
support as we_ as customized on-site installation. You can count on us. 
(You can check out our client list at: www.prophetsys.com) 

Your bottom line 
Let us show you how you can recoup your investment, just like the big 
boys. 

AudioWizard WA CASTING  
IDE ARFA NETWORK 

But what does that mean for you? 

Productivity 
Our systems are 
user-fiendly-you 
can pnbably be up 
and rinning in a 
matte' of days. But 
to show you all the 
power and 
flexibility, we've 
created the PSI 
Training Academy, 
a state-of-the-art educational facility. Get hands-on experience 
under the supervision of broadcasters who have relied on the 
Audio Wizard for their bread and butter. 

Together, let's make great radio. 

'nee see! 

'ti tie PROPHET SYSTEMS 

Sales: ( 800) 658-4403 Support: ( 308) 284-8450 Sales & Support Fax: ( 308) 284-4181 E-mail: sales@prophetsys.com 
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SUE WILSON 
WRMR-AM, WDOK-FM CLEVELAND, OHIO 

Sue Wilson is a unique success story in our 
industry. She's not only successful in a male-domi-
nated aspect of the Radio industry, she's been suc-
cessful for the same station for more than a decade. 
With 14 years as a PD, 10 'A as a PD, Wilson has 
been with WDOK the entire time. In 1987 she 
changed the format to Beautiful Music. "It's been a 
fun ride," she says, "and a wonderful success story 
that speaks well for the company in general and the 
talented team I have surrounding me." 

Wilson says her commitment to her company is 
unprecedented: "I feel as though I have partial own-
ership — a real stake in the company's success." And 
she's not afraid to roll up her sleeves and work along 
side her team "whether it's to help hang a banner or 
stuff envelopes to get the job done." 

Wilson admits she's a better coach than player. 
"I respect the talented members of my team," she 
says, "and recognize that one person's strengths may 
be another's weaknesses." 

Over a decade ago, Wilson walked into the 
owners' office of WDOK and asked for the PD job. 
She had no prior experience. She got the job. After 
the stress of "Oh, my God, what am I doing?," 
Wilson is a big success in our industry, and she's the 
No. 2 PD in America in our large-market category. 

Congratulations Sue! 
on being named one of the 

best Program Directors in America. 

We've known you were the best for 11 years. 
Now, so does everyone e/se. 

/4/17°K 
102.1FM 

Continuous Soft Rock 

Tom Embres:-..i3 
Chairman t850 

wRAIR  
An Embrescio, Wilson, Po//ock Company 
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JOHN DIMICK 
WNCI-FM COLUMBUS, OHIO 

John Dimick is another "Best PD" with Radio in 
his veins. Since he was 15, Dimick has held a Radio »111 
job. His 20-year career includes 10 as a PD. He says 
he's not "talent," that's why he's a PD: "Very early on, 
there was the realization that true on-air talent was FiJ 
a gift, and I was gone the day they handed it out." 

Dimick's management style follows that of a 
quote from Henry S. Burns that he keeps with him. 
It reads, "A good manager is a man who isn't worried 
about his own career, but rather the careers of those 
who work for him." Dimick says that when people 111 
know you stand for their personal success, they take 
ownership in the goals of the station. "We celebrate 
our success and failure together." 

He says a good motivator of people starts by 
hiring motivated people. "My job," he says, "is to 
provide them with the tools they require, cover 
their backs and give them feedback concerning their 
success or failure. I get a thrill, watching motivated 7J 
people at work." 

Dimick points out it was a risk coming to 7ç 
WNCI: 'This has been a successful station for years, 
and the people here are true professionals. I wasn't 

rT1 
sure I would measure up to their standards." Dimick 
measures up for WNCI, and he measures up as the ' 
No. 3 PD on our "Best-Of" list. 

BILL PASHA 
WQSR-FM, WWMX-FM, WXYV-FM 
BALTIMORE, MD. 

What rings true for all of our top PDs is their 
time commitment to their jobs. Pasha says his love 
for the stations he programs could be likened to 
that of any person who feels fulfilled, challenged 
and excited about achieving important personal 
and professional goals: "While family considera-
tions must often come first to maintain my lifelong 
commitments, my chosen vocation always places a 
close second." 

Regarding whether he's a good motivator, Pasha 
says: "It is hard to address that question objectively. 
What is important is how others perceive me as a 
motivator and leader. I have been told I am good at 
this aspect of my job because I realized ... that dif-
ferent people are motivated by different things." 

Pasha says becoming a PD was on his mind 
before he even thought about being an on- air talent. 
Pasha credits influences such as Chris Clausen, Toby 
Arnold, Buzz Bennett, Rick Peters, Bud Paxson, 
Jenny Sue Rhoades and Dave Pearlman for his suc-
cesses. Pasha now passes his experiences down to 
others to help them grow and succeed. He's particu-
larly proud of Mike Easterlin, who is the National 
Top 40 Director of Virgin Records: "I found [him] 
peddling pizzas in Dallas." 56 
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KEN KOHL 
KFBK-AM, KSTE-AM SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 

Two decades as a PD during a 28-year Radio 
career help fill Ken Kohl's resume. Kohl attempts to 
pass along his enthusiasm for the business to his 
employees: "I love Radio, and I try to share that 
every day. I challenge people to be great every day, 
to make the medium sing." Kohl says he loves "mak-
ing Radio," and his commitment to his station is to 
do everything possible to help his staff love the 
medium as much as he does and "to help our listen-
ers love, trust and depend on their station." 

In addition to his work ethic, Kohl is equally 
enthusiastic about his son, Spencer: "I've won awards, 
had some killer books, been publicly acknowledged. 
But as important as those were to me, I know the 
proudest I'll ever be is just being Spencer's dad." 

Kohl defines a PD as many things: "He is first an 
architect designing a Radio world — an audio environ-
ment created to serve a very specific purpose on the Radio 
landscape. He remodels and builds new neighborhoods. 
He orchestrates the implementation of a sound he hears 
in his head. He shares the vision with a diverse team — 
how it sounds, how it looks, and more importantly, how 
it is supposed to fed when it comes out of the speakers." 

He adds "I don't know if any of this makes me a 
great PD, but I do know that I program a couple of 
great Radio stations." He sure is a great PD. 

"To love what you do and feel 
that it matters, how could anything 

be more fu n 2 " — kalbar ( Wa.hondlloer Po.t 

4i1merica vs only syndicated )UNTRY MUSIC MORNING SHOW 
The Young & Elder Morning Show 

• Live from Nashville 
• Lots of Music 
• Interviews with the Stars 
• Lots of Fun 

Monday through Friday, 5:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. Central 

Available on Galaxy 6 in 15khz stereo. 

Young & Elder Network Affiliate Relations 

Gordon Brill for details: 615-870-0227 • www.youngandeldercom 
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SCOTT LINDY 
WPOC-FM BALTIMORE, MD. 

Scott Lindy is a rising star. He's been 
in Radio for 13 years, programming sta-

tions for the past five. His first PD gig 

came in Richmond, Va., following a seven-
to-midnight air shift in Mobile, Ala. GM 

Reggie Jordan gave Lindy his break in 
Baltimore. "He believed that I could do the 
job," says Lindy, "and that was enough for 

me." In three years the station was fixed. To 

this day, Lindy remembers one thing he 

learned from the Virginia job: "I am not a 

Rock PD, nor am I an AC or Country PD. 
I am a Radio PD and I like to take risks." 

T.J. HOLLAND 
WRRM-FM, WVAE-FM 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Holland is an interesting subject. He 

finds creative ways to get listeners involved 
in his format: 'This may sound totally 
bizarre in today's over-researched, hard-
driven Radio world, but I actually visit busi-
nesses and see how non-Radio people use 

the Radio and live their lives." (What do 
you mean, leave the building?) With an AC 

format, Holland says, "We have to be the 
dominant choice in the mythical nine-to-

five workplace environment." 
Holland has been with Susquehanna-

owned WRRM/WVAE for three-and-a-

half years. He's been programming stations 

for the past eight years during a career that 

has, so far, lasted 13 years. 

r 
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ITOM HOLT 
WWLI-FM PROVIDENCE, R.I. 

Holt is the conservative leader of Lite-I05 
in Providence: "I'm slow to make big moves. I 

strongly believe listeners are not prone to 

change, so anything we do is subtle." Holt's suc-
cess is not subtle. He's been programming Radio 

stations since 1971 during a 29-year career. "I'm 

not a get-in-your-face PD," he says. "I'm here to 
help and always try to make the people who 

work for me think they come up with the ideas. 
I just plant the seed. And, I always try to keep 

some humor. Radio should be fun." 

-I • 

MIKE MARINO 
WKRQ-FM CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Marino knew he was hooked on 

Radio when he quit the grocery busi-
ness at 21 (he was making $40,000+ a 
year) to "do this Radio thing." His 
salary: $ 1,100 a month. "It took a while 
for Mama Marino to understand." 

Marino says he knew he wanted to be a 
PD the first day he walked into his first 
Radio station and realized he needed to 
sort through a box of index cards to put 
together the music list for his show: 
'The PI) called one night to ask why I 

wasn't following the format clock." F. 
Marino is another rising star on the 

Radio Ink list, with just over a decade in 
the business, three years as a PD. 

RON BUNCE 
KWOD-FM SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 

Radio is the fabric ot this PD's life. 

Bunce says Radio always has been a passion 

for him, and "without passion, you'll lack 

the pride, desire and motivation to suc-

ceed. I've never viewed Radio as a job — it's 
a passion." As a young jock, Bunce was sort 

of a Radio pest: "I think I realized my love 

for programming when I would get yelled 
at for following my first PD around, saying, 
'Show me how to do that' or 'What about 
doing it this way?" He says all areas of the 

business fascinated him. Bunce has pro-
grammed Radio stations 11 out of the 13 

years he's been in the business. 

NO. 11 
Bob Bellini, WKLH-FM Milwaukee, Wis. 

NO. 12 
Dana Jang, 
KSJO-FM, KL1FX-FM San Jose, Calif. 

NO. 13 
John Morgan,WWBB-FM Providence, R.I 

NO. 14 
Chuck Atkins, KMJM-FM St. Louis, Mo. 

NO. 15 
Ross Block, WSJT-FM Tampa, Fla 

Medium Markets 58 I. 

p ile Mormon Tabernacle rhoir...A Proven Ratings Winner! 

This free public service program is the 
longest running, continuous network 

broadcast, now in its 70th year! 

On great stations like 
KNX-Los Angeles, KOIT-San Francisco, 

WTMX-Chica go, KODA-Houston 

"By far the best program we air on 

Sundays." WGPA 

"One of our highest rated programs." WETB 

To schedule Music and the Spoken Word 
or for a FREE demo: 

Call 1-800-247-6655 
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TOM CHASE 
j, KSNE-FM LAS VEGAS 

Tom Chase .s a true leader of this 
great Vegas station. Chase has experienced consolidation in 
many ways over the past five years, with three owners and 
five GMs flowing through the station. He's been in the busi-
ness close to 25 years, beginning his Radio career in 
Lewiston, Idaho, where he answered telephones at KRLC 
while his older brother was on the air. Shortly after graduat-
ing from high school, Chase took to the airwaves. He's been 
programming stations for 17 years and has been with his cur-
rent station for seven years. 

As Program Director and co-host of the morning show, 
Chase puts in long days: "Leadership by example is proba-
bly my primary motivational method. KSNE was the No. 1 

revenue station in Las Vegas in 1997. This may be the best 
indicator of my level of commitment to the station." When 
he arrived in 1991, the station was ranked ninth and on the 
verge of going under. He uses a clever piece of advice for his 
staff: "We're all really working for ourselves, and good work 
will be noticed and rewarded in the long run." 

Chase had to "bet his desk" on the growth and success of 
a local morning show: The Stitch and Melanie Shou, was a success, 
and Chase still has his desk. 'Taking talent that never had 
done mornings before and coaching them to success was very 
rewarding," he says. "A great PD motivates people to their 
peak level of performance." 

Tom Chase of KSNE Las Vegas is Radio Ink's choice for 
Best PD in America for the medium-market category, which 
encompasses markets 41 through 100. 61 
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It's time we stopped fooling ourselves. 

Compression is not just a smaller and more 

efficient kind of audio. It's less audio. 

How much 
audio does your 
digital system 
throw away? 

eaDsso 
Custom Business Systems, Inc. 

P.O. Box 67 • Reedsport, Oregon 97467 

Telephone 541 271-3681 • FAX 541 271-5721 

E-mail: info@cbsi.org • www.cbsi.org 

800 547-3930 

Every time you air a compressed signal, regardless 

cif the algorithm you use, you discard a large portion 

of the audio. Literally throw it away. Forever. Sooner 

or later, that means a serious loss of audio quality. 

If you're tired of throwing away audio with your 

digital system, listen to Dig-tal Universe. 

Digital Universe gives you 25 simultaneous stereo 

signals from a single PC. Uncompressed. 

That's more than four times the 

uncompressed channels of any 

other system. With every bit of 

the signal intact. 

You'll appreciate Digital 

Unive-se's robust, client-server 

architecture that carries even 

your heaviest multi-studio 

load without slowdowns. Your 

operators will like the clean, 

uncluttered screens and having 

just one PC in each studio. And 

the boss will sign off on the standard 

Windows NT hardware and open 

systems approach. 

Sound too good to te true? Call CBSI today 

and get the whole story. 

With Digital Universe from CBSI, you 

don't have to sacrifice quality or capacity. 

DIGITAL 

UNIVERSE 



4 out of every 5 
listeners " perk-up and 
pay attentionV for 
Earth 81 ky..* 

Earth & Sky is a 90-second science feature heard on 700 radio stations with 4 million weekly lisenters. 

Surveys conducted from 1993 to 1997 by 

Multimedia Research of Belport, New York. 
For more information call 

Mike Rhodes 512.477.4441 

mrhodes@earthsky.com 

© 1998 Byrd & Block Communications Inc. 

P.O. Box 2203, Austin TX 78768 

512.477.4441 fax 512.477.4474 

Made possible by the National Science 

Foundation. 
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Earth dSky 
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BEVERLEE BRANNIGAN 
KBY-FM DES MOINES, IOWA 

As with Sue Wilson in our large-market category, 
Beverlee Brannigan scores high on the stability meter. 
Brannigan has been a PD for 17 years. All 17 have 
been with her current station, KJJY. She says, "I should 
be committed for my commitment." The PD has to be 
the "keeper of the flame," according to Brannigan. "I 
have to have the clearest picture of the listeners and 
what they want. I have to understand the goals we've 
set as a team, and how we're going to reach them. And 
I'm the one who has to stand up on occassion and say, 
'No, this isn't good for the programming of the sta-
tion.' I'm the last line of defense to protect our prod-
uct. I take that very seriously." 

Brannigan attempts to motivate people by 
example: "I'm an on-air PD, and I'm very conscious 
of what my work on the air sounds like. If I can't 
make it sound great every time, how can I expect 
the rest of my staff to do it? I make the goals clear 
to my staff." 

Brannigan had a frightening start at KEY: 
When she was a new PD, she was shown to her desk 
next to the receptionist: 'Then I had to listen to her 
complain because the new owners were making her 
learn the electric typewriter, the adding machine 
and the new copier all in the same week." 

3 

3 
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BARNS TABLE BROADCASTING, INC. 
-and-

Toda sB Country! 

BEVERLEE BRANNIGAN 
on her selection as one of the 

Best Program Directors 
in the country. 

13 ‘ 12NS1' ‘ 131.1: 13120 'WC XSTINC, INC. 
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GAIL AUSTIN 
WQIK-FM JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 

Austin is a very creative PD. She once opened a 
jock meeting with, "Why are you here, and what do 
you hope to accomplish while you are here?" She 
says, "I try to find out what each person truly wants 
and help them along the way." Another creative 
means to an end was when she aired a new Country 
song before her competitor, against the wishes of 
the record label and by purchasing the CD in 
advance from a local record store, which she 
arranged. That's creative. Heck, that's ingenious! 

Austin says, to be an effective coach, you must 
first establish trust: "I am honest, fair and gentle in 
my coaching. Each jock is different, and my tech-
niques will vary. At the end of a session, all of us 
have learned more about one another, and nobody 
walks away feeling dejected, but rather empowered. 
This comes from positive reinforcement." 

Austin describes a great PD as someone who 
"knows that talent drives the station, and momen-
tum fuels it." She says effective programmers build 
trust by sharing and communicating the goals of the 
station, outlining the expectations they have for the 
station, themselves, and their staff. And a great PD 
"anticipates and embraces change." Austin has been 
in the Radio business for 12 years. She's been a PD 
for six. 

JIM SCHAEFER 
KSTZ-FM DES MOINES, IOWA 

Jim Schaefer is entering his 22nd year in the 
Radio business, his 13th as a PD. He says he hires 
people who "share my passion for Radio. Together, 
we make this a special place to work." Schaefer 
attempts to keep his connection to his people per-
sonal: "Often, it's the simple commitment of time to 
help someone through a problem. In a world of 
large corporations, making this human connection is 
extremely important." 

Schaefer says he wanted to be a PD from the 
age of 16: "I loved Radio! I enjoyed being on the air. 
However, I never really thought I was stellar at it. I 
would define the thrill I experienced from being a 
PD as making people think it's really cool to listen to 
my station, without really knowing why they chose 
to listen to it. That is powerful." 

He had choices. Schaefer graduated third in his 
class at Marquette University: "I saw many opportu-
nities to use my degree in business administration to 
enter much more lucrative fields of employment." 
He opted for an $800-per-month night job at 
KKRC South Dakota: "I never regretted having 
made that decision. My dad always stressed the 
importance of doing something you truly enjoy for 
a living and making an honest living." 
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TONY FLORENTINO 
WTVR-AM/FM RICHMOND, VA. 

Florentmo is a strong leader at WTVR. 
He says there are three elements that most 
employees seek: "A fair day's pay for a fair 

day's work, acknowledgment of a job well 
done, and acknowledgment of a job not 
done well and assistance in remedying it." 

With 18 years in Radio, Florentino 
has logged 10 as a PD. He says, "I am 
presently [having] the most rewarding 
programming experience I've had in 
my career." 

To make a station work, you need 
chemistry, according to Florentino. He 
lists "a stringent hiring practice, a positive 
working environment and a strong work 
ethic among the staff." And he says a great 
PD is the "architect of the stairway upon 
which his employees climb to success." He 
compares his coaching techniques to that 
of a baseball manager: "Baseball managers 
are aware of the psychological aspects of 
playing the game well. They are subtle but 
direct in their methods of motivation." 

Florentino is also a cool customer: '1 can 
count on one hand the number of times I've had 
to raise my voice at an employee. I just don't 
believe that that style of management works 
well for Radio talent." 

64 

"A man doesn't 
live by bread alone. 

He needs buttering up once 
in a while. _ Robert H Henry, humorist 

Put Your Station 
In Your Listeners' Hants! 

• Lock In Audience Loyalty 
• Lengthen Time Spent Listening 
• Increase AQH and Boost Cume 
• Liquidate CostsiGenerate Advertiser Results 

From About 
25C Each ... 

How Many Do 
You Want? 

Customieed Station Magazines, CD/Cassette Mailers 

and ré • di•o By Definition' Audience Profiling 

dill CUSTOM PUBLISHING & MARKETING GROUP, INC. 

561-743-0548 
See color samples O www.cpmgroupinc.com 
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CAT THOMAS 
WAPE-FM JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 

As Winston Churchill once said, "I 

may not be the lion, but it was left to me 

to give the lion's roar." Cat Thomas used 

that quote to describe the responsibility 

he feels for continuing the strength of 

WAPE, a station with a 40-year history: 

"I feel a responsibility to every air talent 

and PD that ever worked at the Big Ape 

to keep the legacy strong." 

Thomas is a 17-year Radio vet with 

10 years logged as a PD. He's been with 

the Ape for three. 'Throughout my life," 

he says, " I've always been in and 

enjoyed leadership roles." 

JOE CHILLE 
WECK-AM, W1YE-FM 
BUFFALO, N.Y. 

Not only has Joe Chille been a PD of 

the same station for two decades, he's done 

it in a frigid market. For 20 of his 28 Radio 

years, Chille has programmed WJYE in icy 

Buffalo, N.Y. That's dedication. 

Risk is Chilles middle name: "I was at 

a programming luncheon hosted by 

American Radio Systems. Steve Dodge, 

then CEO of ARS, was in line with me for 

lunch — and I stole his chicken. Yep, took 

the last piece for myself. Steve jokingly (at 

least I though it was jokingly) said Joe, 

that's my chicken.' I licked it, and said, 'Not 

anymore.' " Joe kept his job, and his long 

streak in Buffalo, alive. 

111 

MATT KENNEDY 
WJBO-AM BATON ROUGE, LA. 

Our No. 8 pick of best PUs in America 

knew he was PD material when, as a part-time 

board op, other board ops would page him 

whenever there was a problem. Even though 

he was a full-time student at the time, "I simply 

assumed certain day-to-day duties because I 

loved the business." 

With 12 years in Radio and only two as a 

PD, this rising star has already been recognized 

as a Red Hot PD by Radio Ink. 

COngratillatiOns 
Ron 

Thomas 
TOP 5 

SMALL MARKET 
PROGRAM DIRECTORS 

IN AMERICA 

Emporia's Radio Stations 

'.. KANSAS VOICE OF EMPORIA ..) 

KV1400 E 
THE ONE YOU DEPEND ON F efiefrt 

You're "the best" from all the staff 
at Emporia's Radio Stations and 

All Your Listeners! 
1420 C OF E DRIVE • EMPORIA, KANSAS • 316-342-1400 

JAY BEAU JONES 
WKSS-FM, WMRQ-FM HARTFORD, CONN. 

Jay Beau Jones is closing in on a 25-

year career in Radio. He's been with his 

Hartford station for the past seven, all 

as a PD. As a PD, Jones says you must 

be a coach, mentor, father, mother, 

brother, sister, and always a leader. 

He says you must under-promise and 

over-deliver: "A great PD understands 

that great Radio is achieved by program-

ming song-to-song, cut-to-cut, break-to-

break. A great PD never stops learning. 

And a great PD understands that talent is 

the station's most precious resource and 

can never be taken for granted." 

—I • :1-1/41 

KEN HOPKINS 
KZZU-FM SPOKANE, WASH. 

Hopkins is a "player coach" at KZZU. "I 

believe people respond to someone who 

can do as well as say," he says. One of 

Hopkins' "growth periods" as a PD was 

when he took a long-standing heritage 

station and launched an "all- new" cam-

paign. He says it was good and bad: "It 

challenged and renewed the staff to 

work their butts off, but we probably 

didn't do enough research to see if the 

audience really wanted or needed a 

'new-and-improved' campaign." Hop-

kins is a nine-year PD. He's been wear-

ing the Radio stripes for 15 years. 

NO. 11 
Steve English, 

KTNT-FM Oklahoma City, Okla. 

NO. 12 
Rick Schmidt, 

WPLA-FM Jacksonville, Fla. 

NO. 13 
Trish Matthews, 

WOW-AM/FM Omaha, Neb. 

NO. 14 
Tony Gates, 

WBBL-AM, WLAV-FM, WKLQ-FM 

Grand Rapids, Mich. 

NO. 15 
Bobby May, 

WDIA-AM, WHRK-FM, KJMS-FM 

Memphis, Tenn. Small Nudes _ 66 
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IT DOWN! 
NPR Satellite Services can hell you beam your signal to your affiliates across the 
cointry quickly, easily and affardzbly. 

NPR Satellite Services offers >ou: 

• Full-time service providing 24-hour 
satellite space for high quali-y, 13w 
cost distribution; 

• Dccasional service for live p-onto-

:ional events, concerts & regional and 
national sports networks; 

• Transportable uplinking services that 

we can bring to your door, and 

• A large footprint that covers all 50 
states, plus areas of the Caribbean to 

allow for your network e>pansion. 

Your broadcast is important to us, the radio-only experts, so we work wi-h you to 

come up with the complete sacllise services package that works for you. We're... 

It 

NPR Satellite Services. 
ink Up With Us - 

635 Massachumus Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20001 

(202) 414-2626 
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Sitting in market No. 116 in Duluth, 

we found our best small-market Program Director. With four 
years as a PD during a 16-year career, Bishop speaks like a 
major-market PD: "I believe that, first and foremost, our PI 
listeners want a variety of the songs they like best followed by 
the information they need and the comfortable, consistent 
companionship they've come to rely on. A good variety of 

music does not translate into playing two or three thousand 
different titles, but to play the very best music we can at any 
given time so the Radio station always sounds familiar." 

It was that kind of talent and attitude that led to Bishop's 
nomination by his peers. He says, "I like to remind my air staff 
that their talent lies not only in what they can do on the air 

KKCB-FM Duluth, Minn. 

but also the impressions they make with people when they 
meet them on the street." How important a statement is that 
in our hectic business? Very! 

Bishop says he knew he wanted to be a PD the first day 
he set foot in a Radio station: " It always has been exciting for 
me to be able to personally 'brand' a product that tens of 
thousands of people rely on every day. It's great to be able to 
develop and coach talented individuals to improve their 
careers." Bishop says it's exciting to be able to make a living 
doing something he considers fun. 

Bishop says his coaching technique resembles how family 
members would treat each other: "You get the most out of your staff 
when you show a genuine concern for them instead of treating 
them as another number in the salary ledger of your budget." Tom 
Bishop is America's Best PD for the small-market category. 

68 10. 
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TRADE 

- but it's a close second 

"IIIGIIEST 
QU ALITY 

RESOLUTION" 
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We offer the best computer prices anywhere ... 

Except trade 

In fact, on average, our computers are priced well 
below those cf other manufacturers. 

Low-Priced Computers for Radio Stations 
And we're the only computer company that is 
dedicated to the radio industry. 

We Understand What Radio Stations Need 

So, in addition to low prices, we can pre load your 
radio software. This includes software from: 
TAPSCAN, MediaAudit, Account List Manager, 
Maxamizer, Scarborough, Strata, Marketron, CBSI 
and any other consumer software you want installed. 

"FULL 3 YEAR WARRANTY" 

INTEGRITY 

COMPUTERS BRILLIAN1 
coLoRs 

VIBRANT ix, 

EVERY i‘ 

DETAIL 

Same Parts - better Service 
You'll find the same quality components that go into 

other national brands, with one slight difference - 
We do it better. 

We Build Them All 

Desktop, network file servers, laptops and 
workstations. 

Owners and Market Managers: 

Ask About Our Special Group Discounts! 

Call DESTINY MARKETING, INC. 

Toll-Free TODAY for a Free Quote: 

888-494-1700 
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SHANE FINCH 
WTRS-FM, WMFQ-FM 
Gainesville/Ocala, Fla. 

As PD of WTRS/WMFQ, Shane 
Finch is a success due in no small part to 
his motivational methods: "Using the 
word 'we' is crucial for great motiva-
tion." Establishing targets as a group or 
with an individual and tracking those 
through completion has worked well 
for Finch: "A great motivator takes a 
problem and helps solve it." 

Finch is also successful because of 
his ability to be a good coach and to 
communicate with his staff: "I'm a believ-
er in disclosing as much of the plan to as 
many of the staff as possible. Once you 
have their confidence, it's much easier to 
get an emotional commitment." 

Finch offered one of the most com-
pelling responses to our question "What 
would you do with an unlimited bud-
get?" He said he would "buy the 
strongest competition in the market and 
build the biggest group. I would then 
hire top-notch talent and take a region-
al approach to programming." Sounds 
like a success- in- the-making to us. 

Finch says a great PD is a "nurturing 
coach to the airstaff, a strong program-
ming representative to upper manage-
ment and an honest person in the com-
munity. He adds that "I'm an employee 
in a 168-hour-a-week business, so those 
assisting through this process are treated 
with respect and dignity." 

A Unique Look at America Eérery 
Weekday... From the First Ice Cream 
Cone to the First `Star Trek' Broadcast 
Profile America — 60-second features about America—one for each week-
day. Some are humorous, others serious, a few downright obscure. All are 

entertaining. Each is keyed to the events and observances of that calendar day. 
And all are based on the unique body of knowledge the Census Bureau has 

about the people and economy of the United States. 

The segments come each month on a CD, with a choice of male and female 

voices. The first ice cream cone and "Star Trek" broadcast are two of the 

segments on the September edition, to be carried to well over 300 stations 

across the country. We think your listeners will enjoy Profile America, too. 

For more information, or for an audition copy, contact Maury Cagle at 
mauryc@census.gov, fax at (301) 457-3670, or telephone at (301) 457-2808. 

Profile America is part of the Radio Service of the U.S. Census Burea.i. 

Authoritative...Entertaining...and Free! 
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MIKE " CUSH" CUSHMAN 
WMEQ-FM EAU CLAIRE, WIS. 

Understanding the overall success 
of a Radio station is a key to Mike 
Cushman's success. He says a PD must 
understand what it takes to win in 
his/her market: "A great PD must be 
able to use the tools available to be as 
successful as possible and to also under-
stand the dual bottom lines — the com-
pany's and the staff's." Cush has a strong 
belief that PDs can be successful at 
helping the staff reach individual goals 
while at the same time making the sta-
tion a winner. 

With 18 years in the Radio busi-
ness, Cush has spent 16 of those as a 
PD. He hosts a morning show and is 
also the company Operations Manager: 
"I have a high level of commitment not 
only to my property but also to the five 
other stations in our group." 

Cushman is very trusting with his 
staff and its abilities to get the job done: 
"I operate within the staff very well, by 
giving them as much freedom as 1 can, 
and with that freedom, the responsibil-
ity to produce daily." 

In addition, he says, "The best way 
to descr be how I do things is to try and 
put the talent in the driver's seat. They 
need to feel the urgency to improve, 
but also they need to be congratulated 
when things go right. Most often they 
are their own worst critics, and all I 
have to do is get them started in the 
right direction." 
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BARRY WITHERSPOON 
WSTO-FM EVANSVILLE, IND. 

The success Barry Witherspoon has built for 
himself at WSTO comes from a few years of expe-
rience. He grew up in the town, he's worked at the 
station for 18 years, and he's programmed the sta-
tion for 14. This man loves Evansville, Ind. "I under-
stand the people as well as anyone," he says. "I 
know the target and want every aspect of WSTO to 
target her." 

As with many small markets, ratings play less of 
a factor than they do in larger markets: "I see part of 
my job as getting as many people to listen to the 
commercials on WSTO, and as many times as possi-
ble. If we get results for our clients, screw the ratings." 

One of the proudest recollections for 
Witherspoon is that Greg Strassell did nights for 
him 15 years ago. Strassell is a huge success now 
with CBS, and he is also one of our "Best PDs in 
America" winners. 

Witherspoon says he knew he was a PD when the 
Music Director threatened him: "He told me he would 
fire me if I played a certain song that was dayparted out 
of my little overnight shift. I thought to myself, 'Geez, 
this guy has bad people skills; he made a bad decision 
regarding our music; and he didn't even ask why I 
thought I should be able to play that particular song. I 
can be a better manager than that.'" 

RON THOMAS 
KVOE-AM/FM, KFFX-FM EMPORIA, KANSAS 

Putting in 12-hour days as PD, morning-show 
host, and Ops Manager for three stations makes Ron 
Thomas a clear selection for Best PD in America. It 
also qualifies him to be called a workhorse for his 
company. Thomas has a true love for the Radio busi-
ness and passion for his stations: "I truly believe in 
what we do and what we are trying to accomplish." 

Listen to a typical day for Thomas: "1 arrive at 
the station at 4:30 a.m., and my day usualy ends at 
4:30 or 5 p.m. 1 am on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. I handle all of the scheduling of personnel, 
production, remotes. Being in Kansas, we take great 
pride in live severe-weather coverage, which keeps 
our staff hopping at all hours. I have found ... that 
the staff ... becomes more committed to being a part 
of the team when they are led by example." 

Thomas' dedication to his stations led his boss 
to force him to take a vacation one time: "My wife 
called and said, 'Your boss told me I need to get you 
out of town for the weekend. The stations will not 
die if you're not here for a couple of days.' When I 
got back everything was fine and sounded good." 
This true passion, his successes at the station and 
the nomination from his peers lands Ron Thomas in 
our top five. 
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KEITH MITCHELL 
W1MX-FM, WDAR-FM 
FLORENCE, S.C. 

Mitchell's past experience with "prima 

donna" programmers has helped him build 

on his success as a manager: "I have a high 

level of respect for my staff and expect the 

same amount of respect ir. return." Mitchell 

has programmed his current station for 

more than two years. His Radio experience 

spans 12 years, with eight as a PD. He got 

the PD bug when he would hang around 

the Radio station all day long — after 

doing an overnight shift. When asked what 

he would do with an unlimited budget, he 

commented, "I'd raise the pay of my engi-

neering staff." Very interesting! 

TOM FREEMAN 
WBNN-FM, WXRR-FM, 
WKZW-FM LAUREL, MISS. 

A great quote from Freeman in his 

questionnaire was, "I try to make the sta-

tion have the ability to be as profitable as 

possible without losing listeners." This is a 

crucial thought process for the successful 

balance of any Radio station. Freeman has 

been programming WBNN for half of his 

eight-year Radio career. 

A key to his motivation methods is 

"push them harder when things are going 

great, and hug them when things are not." 

A person who can put station before ego is 

the way Freeman describes a great PD. 

AARON WORSHAM 
KCLR-FM COLUMBIA, MO. 

Replac ng a well-known morning man with 

a syndicated program is a risk at which Worsham 

can say he succeeded in Columbia. Worsham is 

not afraid to make these calls, and that's one of 

the reasons he's in our top 10. He knew he had 

the makings of a PD the first time he received a 

telephone call one Sunday at 3 a.m. and a jock 

said, "I locked myself out of the Radio station." 

Many PDs can relate to the long drive, then 

hearing the record ending, the needle thump-

ing and that noise of the needle going around. 

ANDY VIERRA 
KTMS-AM SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. 
(NOW AT KXNT-AM LAS VEGAS) 

Andy Vierra is a man with a mission: 

"Even with the proper amount of money, 

no station is successful without a mission. 

The staff needs to understand why it's 

doing what it's doing and where we want 

to go. To succeed in our mission, we have 

to be passionate about goals." Vierra has 

been passionate about Radio for the past 

16 years, 13 as a PD. He says, "I knew 

early on that I was a PD when, as a pro-

ducer, I was constantly on the hunt for 

ways to improve the show I worked on." 

I,  

117.1EL SAMPSON 
WTKX-FM PENSACOLA, FLA. 

Perhaps Sampson otters the best marital 

advice for PDs: Marry someone in the 

business. He says that has helped his 

family understand the passion and com-

mitment PDs have. 

Sampson's 10-year Radio career 

includes eight as a PD. He knew he was 

PD material when, after the station went 

down, he went to the station transmitter, 

where he noticed a "burnt" smell. He 

replaced the fuses, didn't electrocute 

himself and got the station back on the 

air, missing only a few spots. 

Sampson says an open line of com-

munication is one of the keys to his suc-

cess as a PD. à 

NO. 11 
.1-om Travis, 

KKIX-FM Fayetteville, Ark. 

NO. 12 
Mark Callaghan, 

KTRR-FM Windsor, Colo. 

NO. 13 
Dave Anthony, 

WSOX-FM York, Pa. 

NO. 14 
Chip Arledge, 

KEZA-FM Fayetteville, Ark. 

NO. 15 
John Stevenson, 

WQCC-FM La Crosse, Wis. 

Rhona's got an open line to real life 

drama, entertainment -Sex and Candy. 

She takes talk to uneepected places. 
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Smart Radio 
is NOT an 
Oxl'moron. 

It's a new book by veteran programmer, 
manager and consultant Holland Cooke, 
packed with some very intelligent ideas 
on programming and promoting your way 
to the top. 

Get Smart. Make Money. 
Get the most out of your station's 
staff and resources. 

Discover the Secrets 
of Smart Radio. 
You'll look like a genius! 

Secrets of Smart Radio 
The A to Z Guide to Programming 
and Sales Promotion by Holland Cooke 

SPECIAL 
NTRODUCTORY 
OFFER ONLY 

$59 

fetese 

THE A TO  AND SALES Z GUIDE TO PROMOTION PROGRAMMING 

bY 

Send me copies of Secrets of Smart Radio for only $59 each. 
FREE Priority Shipping & Handling! 

Name   

Company 

Address 

City   

Zip Phone  

SLY, 

CHARGE MY: Visa MasterCard AMEX 

Card No.   

Exp. Date:   

Signature   

_ Payment Enclosed ( Check Payable to: Streamline Press) 

224 Datura Street: Suite 718, West Palm Beach, FL 33401 

1 

Phone Orders: 800-610-5771 
STIMI.111 

s'912fSS Fax Orders: 561-655-6164 



Life After 

Radio? 
Yes! — Put your Radio 

career to work at Radio Ink. 

• Do you want to stay in the 
Radio business — but just not 
work in Radio? 

• Do you want to put your years 
of Radio experience to use? 
• Have you purchased items for 
your Radio stations? 
• Do you enjoy selling? 
• Do you want to help build clients' 
business through advertising? 

If you answered yes to any of these 
questions then Radio Ink wants to 
talk to you. We have openings in our 
sales department. You would work 
with suppliers and vendors to the 
Radio industry. 

If you want the best job in Radio 
— without being in Radio — call 
Jim Lobaito, Director of Sales, at 

800-610-5771. 
RADIO INK IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. 

EVENTS CALENDAR 

SEPTEMBER 
Sept. 24 ;ems A,sociatiun of Broadcasters and Society of 

Broadcast Engineers, 45th Annual Convention and Trade Show, 
Dallas te 512-322-9944 

Sept. 9-11 -Women in Cable and Telecommunications (WICT) Executive 
Development Seminar, Denver, CO 
IT 312-634-233o (contact: Christine Bollettino) 

Sept. to-12 - American Women in Radio & TV (AWRT) Annual 
Convention, Washington, D.C. Tr 703-506-3290 

Sept. II-15 - 1998 International Broadcasting Convention (IBC), 
Amsterdam ir -.44.71-240-3839 

Sept. 12-14 - National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) Hundred Plus 
Exchange, Phoenix, AZ re 202-429-5366 (contact: Carolyn Wilkins) 

Sept. 12-15 - Electronic Retailing Assn. (ERA) - formerly NIMA - 
Annual meeting & Expo., Las Vegas tr 202-289-6462 

Sept. 14-15 [changed from Oct. 261 - Harris Corporation (HC) 
Richmond Expo, Richmond, IN ir 765-962-8596 

Sept. 14-15 - Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) Annual meet-
ing, Washington. D.C. 1r 202-879-9704 (contact: Meredith Hill) 

Sept. 15 - International Radio and Television Society Foundation 
(IRTSF) Newsmaker Luncheon, New York is 212-867-6650 

Sept. 16-18 - National Assn. of Black Owned Broadcasters (NABOB) 
Fall Convention, Washington, DC re 2oz-463-897o 

Sept. 17 - NAB Executive Committee Meeting, Washington, DC 
202-775-3527 

Sept. 17 - WICT's "Challenge of Change in the New Millennium," San 
lose, CA tr 312-634-2330 

Sept. 17 - Broadcasting & Cable (BC) Interface Seminar, 
New York, NY IT 212-337-6942 

Sept. 17-19 - National Religious Broadcasters (NRB( Midwest Chap. 
Regional, Muskegon MI Te 703- 33o-700o 

Sept. 19-20 - NRB Caribbean Chap. Regional, San Irian, PR 
Ts 703-33o-700o 

Sept. 23-25 - Broadcast Technology Society (IEEE) 48th Annual 
Broadcast Symposium, Washington. D.C. 1r 703-591-otto 

Sept. 23-26 - Radio-Television News Directors Association (RINDA) 
International Conference and Exhibition, San Antonio, TX 
•ir 202-659-6510 

Sept. 23-26 - Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) Development 
Conference, Atlanta ir 703-739-5082 (contact: Jacquelyne Willis) 

Sept. 24 - Southem California Broadcasters Association (SCBA) 
RadioFest '98, Burbank, CA Tr 213-938-3mo 

Sept. 25 - Central New York Regional Society of Broadcast Engineers, 
Inc. (SBE) Convention, New York /2 315-437'5805 

Sept. 27-29 - NRB Eastern Chapter Convention, North East, Md. 
3o1-582-0285 (contact: Ward Childerston) 

Sept. 29 - Pittsburgh Chapter 20 Regional SBE Convention, 
Pittsburgh, PA ir 412-381-9131 

OCTOBER 
Oct. 1-3 - NRB Southeastern Chap. Regional, Stone Mountain, GA 

IT 703-330-7000 
Oct. 1-4 - National lesbian and Gay Journalists Association (NAGIA) 

7th annual convention, Las Vegas a 202-588-9888 

Oct. 5-8 - NAB Satellite Uplink Operator Meeting, Washington, DC 
2oz-429-5341 (contact: Courtenay Brown) 

Oct. 7 - 1998 Kentuckiana Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE) 
Regional Meeting, Louisville, KY tt 812-948-5841 (contact: 
Larry Rixman) 

Oct. 7-11 - Association of National Advertisers, Inc. (ANA), Annual 
Conference, Naples, FL ir 212-607-55150 

Oct. II- Radio Hall of Fame Induction Radio Broadcast, Chicago 
312-629-6008 (contact: Tom La Porte) 

Oct. 11-13 - NRB Western Chap. Regional, Colorado Springs, CO 
11' 703-330-7000 

Oct. 12-14 - World Broadcasting Unions (WBU) Inter-Union Satellite 
Operations Group Meeting, Australia it 416-598-9877 
(contact: Bill Roberts) 

Oct. 14- 1998 NAB Radio Show Career Fair, Seattle, WA 
202-429-5498 (contact: Karen Hunter) 

Oct. 14-17 - 1998 NAB Radio Show, Seattle, WA 
er Floce342-246o 

Oct. 14-17 - National Broadcast Association for Community Affairs 
(NBACA) Annual Conference, Philadelphia 
rn 202-857-1155 (contact: Robert W. Armstrong) 

Oct. 17- 1998 NAB Marconi Radio Awards Dinner & Show, 
Seattle, WA a 202-775-3511 (contact: Chris Suever) 

Oct. 20 - IRTSF Foundation Dinner, New York, NY 
rn 212-867-6650 

Oct. 20-22 - 1998 Broadcasters Clinic and Upper Midwest SBE 
Meeting, Middleton, WI IT 608-255-2600 

Oct. 22-24 - Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi 
(SP)), National Convention, Los Angeles tr 317-653-3333 

Oct. 26-Nov. 6 - Museum of Television & Radio (MIR) Fourth 
Annual Radio Festival, New York re 212-621-6735 (contact: 
Chris Catanese) 

Oct. 27 - John Bayliss Broadcast Foundation OBBF) 13th Annual 
Bayliss Media Roast, New York sr 408-624-1536. Ext. 240 

Oct. 27 - IRTSF Newsmaker Luncheon, New York it 212-867-665o 

Oct. 27 - WICT Gala, Washington, D.C. IT 312-634-233o 
Oct. 27-29 - SBE National Meeting, Seattle, WA igr 317-253-164o 

Oct. 28-29 - Electronic Media Expo & SBE National Meeting. 
Bellevue, WA te 206-957-1801 (contact: Earl Fleehart) 

Oct. 29-Nov. 2- WBU's Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union Associated 
Meetings, Shanghai, China 
E-mail contact: Doreen liew at sgeabu.org.my 

if you would like an upcoming event included in our 
Events Calendar, please contact Amy Morrell at 561 - 

6 5 5-8 7 78, fax 561 - 65S-6534 or by E-mail at 
amymorrell(gradioink.com 

NOVEMBER 
Nov. 3 Eanadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB)  Broadcasting 

'98, Vancouver, B.C. Tr 613-233-4035 
Nov. 3 - NAB Executive Committee Meeting, Washington, DC 

IT 202-775'3527 
Nov. 4-6 - WBU's Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union 35th General 

Assembly, Shanghai, China 
E-mail contact: Doreen hew at sg@abu.org.my 

Nov. 7-10 - Radio Advertisiig Bureau (RAB) Board of Directors 
Meeting. Rye, NY ir ;72-753.6740 

Nov. 9 - BC's Broadcasting Hall of Fame, New York, NY 
Is 212-337-6942 

Nov. 11-15 - National Association of Farm Broadcasters (NAFB), 
Annual Convention, Kansas City, MO te 612-224-0508 

Nov. 15-17 - 1998 NAB Eurnpean Radio Conference, Madrid, Spain 
U 202-429-3191 (contad: Mark Rebholz) 

Nov. 19-zo - North American National Broadcasters Association 
(NANBA) Board and Advisory Council Meetings, Mexico City 
a 416-598-9877 (cont3ct: Bill Roberts) 

Nov. 24 - IRTSF Newsmaker Luncheon, New York ir 212-867-6650 

DECEMBER 
dec. t - Entry Deadline, Rodio Ink Radio Wayne Awards 

Is 561-655-8778 (contact: Amy Morrell) 
Dec. 1-3 - ERA Asian Conference, Singapore ir 202-289-6462 

Dec. 2-4 - NAB Executive Committee Meeting, Washington, DC 
Tr 202-775-3527 

Dec. 2-4 - Digital Content •:reation (DCC) Conference and Expo, Los 
Angeles U Boo-331-5706 or 218-723-913o (mention code 34) 

Dec. 4-6 - Association for Education in Journalism & Mass 
Communication (AMC) Winter Meeting. San Antonio, TX 
tr 803-777-2005 

Dec. 4-6 - Association of Schools of Journalism and Mass 
Communication (ASIMC), San Antonio, TX re 803-777-2005 

Dec. 9-11 - BCS India '98, 'ragati Maidan-New Delhi, India 
91-11-462-2710 (C011:ad: PreM Bel) 

Dec. 15 - Radio Ink Radio Wayne Awards finalists announced 
561-655-8778 (contact: Amy Morrell) 

Dec. 16 - IRTSF Christmas 3enefit, New York it 212-867-665o 

ARBITRON DATES 
• er 1998: July 2 - Sept. 23 
• II, 1998: Sept. 24 - Dec. 16 
• Winter 1999: Jan. 7 - Mar. 31 
• Spring 1999: Apr. i - June 23 

COMING IN 1999 
j.111. i lo — LUtISUMUI Electronics Manufacturers Assn. (CEMA/CES) 

1999 International CES, Las Vegas ir 703-907-760o 

Jan. 9-13 - NAB Board of Cirectors Meeting, Naples, FL 
cr 202-775-3527 (contact: Kathy Muller) 

Ian. 30-Feb. 2 - NRB 56th Ennual covention, Nashville, TN 
703-330-7000 

Feb. 4-7 - RAB '99, Atlanta w 972-753-674o 
Feb. 15-17 - Broadcast Cab e Credit Assn.(BCCA) Credit Seminar, 

Amelia Island, FL /3. 847-296-0200 

Feb.22-24416.-59N8A_9N8B7A7 annua general meeting, Washington, DC 
.e  

Feb. 22-24 - Michigan Assn of Broadcasters (MAS) Great Lakes 
Broadcasting Conference, Lansing, MI ti• 517-484-7444 
(contact: Mike Steger) 

Feb. 25-28 - National Assn of College Broadcasters (NACB) tith 
Annual Conference of Stident Electronic Media, Providence, RI 

401-863-2221 ((Mead: Laura) 
Mar. to-13 - Country Radio 3roadcasters (CRB) 30th Annual Country 

Radio Show, Nashville ge 615-327-4487 (contact: Paul Allen) 

Mar. 24-26 - National Broadcasting Society (NBS) Annual conven-
tion, New York, NY tr 314949-4835 

Apr. 19.22 - NAB '99, Las Vegas, NV sr 1300-342-246o 

Apr. 26 - Broadcasters' Foundation (BF) Golden Mike Award, New 
York, NY ti• 203-862-8577 

May 12-16 - National Public Radio (NPR) Public Radio Conference, 
Washington, D.C. U 202-414-200o (contact: Alma E. Long) 

May 17-zo - Broadcast Cab e Financial Mgmt. Assn. (BCFM), 39th 
annual conference, Las Megas •e 847-296-020o 

lune 1-4 - Asia Broadcast Exhibition & Conference, Hong Kong 
852 2804-150o or E-mail to hongkong.oes@mcimail.com 

lune 3 - Radio Creative Fund (ROE) Radio Mercury Awards, 
New York tr 212-681-7207 

July 7-10 - National Assn. or Black Journalists (NABI) National 
Convention '99. Seattle, WA ir 3ot-405-850o 

July 7-10 - National Associa-ion of Hispanic Journalists (NAM) Unity 
Conference, Seattle, WA ir 202-662-7145 (contact: lacqui 
deleon) 

July 7-11 - Asian American Journalists Association (MIA) Annual 
Conference, Seattle. WA Is 415-346-2051 

Aug. 31- Sept. 3 - 1999 NAB Radio Show, Orlando, FL 
IS 202-775-3527 

Sept. 29-Oct. 2 - RTNDA International Conference and Exhibition, 
Charlotte. NC tr 202-659-6510 

Oct. 3-5 - SP) National Convention, Indianapolis, IN 
IT 317-653-3333 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
SALES MANAGERS JOBS / 

ACCOUNT MANAGER OPENINGS 
Jacor in San Francisco/San Jose is expanding and is looking 

for killer sales managers and account managers. 

SALES MANAGERS: 

Circle the answer that applies to you: 

1) My sales team has clearly evolved from agency transactions to customer 
partnerships. 

Absolutely Not Sure 

2) I hire the best and create an environment that allows each person to 
reach peak performance. 

Absolutely Kind Of 

3) I get excited about furthering the development of my account managers. 

Absolutely I Could 

4) I have a sales management record which proves that I meet and exceed 
goals reliably. 

Absolutely Sort Of 

5) Working for a company committed to serving customer needs is impor-
tant to me. 

Absolutely I Guess So 

6) I believe in the value of radio in general and my station in particular. 

Absolutely You Think? 

If you circled Absolutely in response to these questions, we Absolutely 
want to talk with you. 

ACCOUNT MANAGERS: 

1) I believe both the client and the station can win. 

2) I set a goal and achieve it. 

3) I want to work with a winning team. 

4) Focus is my middle name. 

5) I like being on the line for results. 

6) I like developing new business. 

We are looking for two sales managers, one for KSJO and one for 
KLDZ. We are expanding and need sales managers who can lead. 
We are also growing our sales team significantly. If you want to 
work for a great, growing company for people who want you to 
excel, call Eric Stenberg at 408-453-5400 or FAX your resume To 
him at 408-451-7730. Confidentiality is assured. 

SALES MANAGEMENT 

$1,000 SIGNING BONUS!!! 
Sales Manager — The Mid-West Family Broad-

cast Group needs a Sales Manager to work in 

our six-station cluster. Minimum 3 years' ex-

perience required. If you can i)Sell, 2)Coach, 

3)Recruit and 4)Train, FAX compensation his-

tory, resume, references and philosophies to: 

Bob Bolak at 616-925-lon. EOE. 

LSM OPPORTUNITY 

Sinclair Radio of Wilkes-Barre is now ac-

cepting applications for newly-created Local 

Sales Manager positions. Applicants must 

have at least 3-5 years of successful radio 

selling. Salary, Over- rides, Bonus, Car, 401(k) 

plans, Stock Options and much, much more. 

The stations are by far the market leaders. 

Send resume and cover letter to: 305 High-

way 315, Pittston, Pennsylvania 18640. E0E. 

SALES MANAGER 
WGY Radio / Albany, NY. The purpose of this 

ad is to get you to contact me. You see, at 

the moment, I have no idea what your name 

is; but I do know the kind of person you 

are. I know that you are passionately com-

mitted to developing people. I also know 

that you understand the value of using a 

system to ensure your success. I know you 

want more than a job — you want a career. 

I know that when we talk, you'll be able to 

discuss important tnings — like what you 

expect from us and why your background 

has prepared you for this opportunity. I 

know you may have a lot of radio sales 

management experience, or you may just 

know you're ready. Above all, I know you 

have a driving ambition to be the best. 

Please call me. I'm Michael Whalem, the 

WGY General Manager. 518-452-4826. EOE. 

WICKS 
BROADCASTING GROUP 
HIRING SALES MANAGERS 

Great ( )pporttinity. Two Sales Man-

ager Openings in Charleston, SC. 

Sunny 96.9, Charleston's powerhouse 

AC (# 1 25-54) station needs an ag-

gressive marketing- oriented Sales 

Manager. Must demonstrate a suc-

cessful track record of strategic plan-

ning, hiring and training killer- biller 

sales personnel. 

WTMA News Talk 1250, the Low-

country's leading news station is seek-

ing a sales manager who has a 

demonstrated track record in build-

ing successful news/talk sales staffs. A 

market-driven, customer- focused em-

phasis, and at least three years' expe-

rience in news/talk are prerequisites. 

Both positions offer top pay, benefits 

and tremendous upside potential. 

Reply to: Terry McRight, General 

Manager, One Orange Grove Road, 

Charleston, SC 29407. E-mail: 

Maxil'erf@aol.com 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

GSM 
Medium Market in Upstate New York 

needs an aggressive sales manag-

er to take sales staff to the next 

level. The individual must have a 

successful track record as a sales 

manager with proven abilities in 

pricing and inventory control. The 

right individual must also be able 

to develop non-traditional revenue 

as well as cross- sell other owned 

stations in market. EOE. Women and 

minorities are encouraged to apply. 

Blind Box #10 @ Radio Ink 

▪ ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES 

Senior Account 
Executive 

Do you want to advance your career in the 

fastest-growing market in the country? KVBC-

FM Las Vegas is seeking a creative, tenacious 

Senior Account Executive to maintain an ex-

isting account list as well as build new busi-

ness. Two years' experience in radio broadcast 

sales preferred. FAX resume to: 702-657-3442 

or mail to: Personnel Department, i5oo Fore-

master Lane, Las Vegas, NV 89101. EOE. 

• OTHER 

PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

Christian Radio KCBI Dallas/Fort Worth is ac-

cepting applications for the position of Pro-

gram Director. Significant programming 

experience is required for team building, tal-

ent development, research and format re-

finement. Familiarity with MusicMaster and 

Scott Studios a plus. Send tape and resume 

to Mike Middleton, VP of Operations, Criswell 

Communications, P.O. Box 619000, Dallas, 

TX 75261-900o. EOE. 

DO YOU LOVE NTR AND NBD SELLING? Wanna 
go to the next level? National NTR company 
is seeking experienced NTR executive to call 
on radio stations selling self-liquidating prod-
ucts that boost nontraditional revenue. Im-
mediate opening! Blind Box #5 @ Radio Ink. 

• CAPSTAN EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

SOUTHERN STAR 
COMMUNICATIONS, 
a division of Capstar Broadcasting 

Partners, the nation's largest broadcast 
company, is looking for: 

DYNAMIC SALESPEOPLE and SALES MAN-

AGERS for their radio stations on Florida's East 

Coast. If you are one of the best, we want 

you! FAX resumes to Kasi Kearns Sullivan at 

561-335-3291. EOE. 

▪ SITUATIONS WANTED 

Wanting return to radio. Mature. Detail- Oriented. 

Many years' sales. Was GM/SM 2 years. Organi-
zational know-how. Can bring complete sales pro-

gram. Small market Mid-west. 316-343-9896. 

WHY PAY A FOOTBALL SPORTSCASTER ALL YEAR 
WHEN I WILL WORK FOR YOU JUST DURING THE 
SEASON? Eighteen years of Play- by- Play expe-
rience. Exciting voice seeking large market op-
portunity. Willing to travel. For resume and tape, 
contact Blind Box #1 @ Radio Ink. 

al SERVICES 

ÍIDEAS FOR SALE 

OVER 550 

READY-TO-USE 

SCRIPTS! 

created by award-winning copywriter 
Steve McKenzie categorized on 

CD-ROM or floppy 

JUST $ 189 
S&H Included 

Spend less time writing and 
more time selling! 

Money-back Guarantee 

815-337-3900 

McKenzie Marketing 
great ideas are just the beginning 

CLASSIFIED AD RATES 

Call 80o-610-5771 or 
fax to 561-655-6134. 

YELLOW INK' 

MARKETING AND PROMOTION 

BOOMBOX 
• FAX:561-622470R 

THE GIANT CD 
22 ft X 8 ft 
Gel some attention! 
Giant compact disk that 
houses your remote 
broadcast studio to 
dominate events au, 

GeI001 

FOOTBALL PROMO!! 
TOUCHDOWN SHOOT-OUT 
"On-Location" Football Fun! 

remotes, tailgate parties, fund-raisers, events, etc. 
Players score points by tossing mini footballs 

through flaps that open in target sheet 
10 min setup Everyone can play' 

CALL NOW! 1-888-656-2447 

FIII () LIMES 
JUKEBOX 
23 ft X 12 ft 
Get some attention' 

,t• Make sure your 
personal appearances 
,patch your larger- than-lite 
on- air image. 

ceeeo•-• BOOMBOX 
• I 

CAPS 
SHIRTS 

BANDANNAS 
TOWELS 

Inexpensive Prizes That Work! English, Ethnic, 
Rock, EZ, Classical. Free help with the art. We 
ship direct to your prize winners. Promotion 
Factory, Monroe, NC 80o-277-0031. Gorgeous 

screen printing and embroidering. 
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YELLOW INK' 

IDS, SWEEPERS, LINERS 

SUPER MIKE CARTA 

800-459-DEMO 

LINERS • IDS • PROMOS • ALL FORMATS 

INTERNET 

Thornton Media 
Free web page design! Will show you 

how your Website can make money. 

p 573-785-6733 f 573-686-2139 

www.radiowaves.net 

Webpage designed to grow the bottom tine 

BUYSELLRADIO ONLINE 
www.buysellrodio.com 

FIND BUYERS! 
FIND SELLERS! 

FIND INVESTORS! 

http://www.buysellradio.com 
or E-mail: deb@buysellradio.com 

CALL 

319-243-8679! 

FREE REPORT: 
/ WebSite Revenue Streams 

email: inlo@raberweb.com • visit: www.raberweb.com 

call: 213-257-6035 

RaberWeb 

PUBLICATIONS 

FIADIOD 
II AGES 

• An annual book sent FREE to all commercial 
radio station addresses in the U.S. — 
every January! ,, • 
• And now also on the internet... 
www.radiowebpages.com 
• Call us for more information! 

800-889-2221 

CONSULTANTS 

MUSEC HELPERS Consultants   417-886-2408 
MAJOR-MARKET SOUND WITHOUT THE COST 

All Formats: Programming ... Studio Layout ... 

Promotions NO 10B TOO SMALL!!! 

EQUIPMENT 

Lightning 
act You DOWN??? 

Get a Budget Conscious 
6-18 Channel 

DYNAMAX On Air Console 
Next Day Delivery 

215 464-2000 

_Frn°(el°-rn 
Audio Consoles 

www.autogramcorp.com 
email: info@autogramcorp.com 

(800)327-6901 fax (972)423-6334 

CUT REMOTE BROADCAST COST AND STILL HAVE 
GREAT-SOUNDING, PROFITABLE REMOTES. 

Corn rex manufactures a complete line of 
digital audio codecs for ISDN and Standard 

telephone lines. Call Today! 
Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • e-mail: info@comrex.com 

WWW.COMreX.COM • Tel: 978.263-1800 FAX: 978-635-04ot 

Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 

MARKETING 

Illiat'• ill The   
ommoticiii?  

It's YOUR STATION 
promotion! 

Sell many NEW advertisers + 

Spike ratings 
with 

Scratch and Win 
Campaigns from 

MARTIN MARKETING 
for more info see our website or phone us! 

www. webcreations.com/martin 

(210) 494-6170 / Fax (210) 494-7180 

To place your 
Yellow Ink ad 

call Shane Tanner 
800-610-5771 

The Directory That's Always 
at Your Fingertips 

PROGRAMMING 

400KING FOR VALUES 

For over 125 years. we've been lending 
helping hands to a hurting world, offering 

food, shelter, comfort — and hope. 
One way we provide hope is with radio. 

Wonderful Words of Life 
15 min. weekly, inspirational music and talk 

(English & Spanish) 

Heartbeat 
:60 spot about lite issues (English only) 

Call for a free audition kit. 
phone ( 404) 728-6727 
fax: (404) 728-1331 

voice mail ( 800) 229-9965  J 
Radio 
VOTER d 

telephone voting system 
endless possibilities' 

www.neuralvoice.com 800.479.3489 

LIVE INTERACTIVE 

EMPLOYMENT 

.TEMPS,INC . 
1 (801b 136-333o 
MEDIA'S INNOVATIVE 
STAFFING SOLUTIONS 

We need to fill positions! 

• Media Bum,. 

& Planners 

• lraffir & ( ontinuily 
• A. ount Flier'dives 

• M.ntann. 

FINANCIAL BROKERS 

Media Services Group, Inc.  904-285-323o 
Brokerage, Valuations, Financial Services, Asset 
Management and Due Diligence. George R. Reed. 

COPY PRODUCTION 

WE CREATE & PRODUCE SPOTS 
THAT WORK! PERIOD! 

VVVe know your salespeople should sell, not write! 

I/We understand radio and have lor decades! 

VWe've won awards and are the best in the land! 

Don't Wait! Call us today at 

714-538-9788! 
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FLOWER CHILD ... 
Rob Gourley, the «(, rig al All Leisure 

Suits, is seen here tr:adcasting 

his Radio progran, Fie Granola 

Nor, iVE frcm :he tuck of his VW 

val. Although he as the original 

inspiratiom for tie fictional char-

acter Johnny Fever r ReRP in 

eincinnaà), Gait" nfused to see 

the world througt anyti mg but 

ye low-tinted glasses. 

  I tit/ 
• Absoluteiy 805 is 3 hours of music, fun, and listener requests,; 

with interviews from your favorite 80s stars. .i  

• Woo is the definitive voice in the 80s entertainment indas fry. 

• Digitally outstered and delivered on CD for awesome sound. z 
• Station suppor ndocies free personalized promos, liners and 

Ms,. and a toll free "tuber for your listeners to request 
their favorite 80s eh, 

• America's fastest griming 80s show is only offered on a 
market exclusive hos.'s, so call now to lock up your market. 

•-7-2 a_a/ ío_ -A7 _ le 

800.572.L15214 Ext. 772 

TO subscribe, call 1-800 6 RADIO INK — à,UGUST 31, 1998 78 



Do you sometimes feel that you've lost a life, 

with all the changes in radio today? We know 

where you can find a better one. The fast pace of 
radio is leaving many talented individuals in a 

quandary. Capstar Broadcasting Partners has the 
answer to a promising career in excellent mar-

kets across the country, with comprehensive ben-

efits and professional development to put your 
life on top of the world. Take charge of your life 
and choose a future with the best in the industry. 
Call any of our five regional offices today and 
find out how to get a better life in radio. 

CAPSTAR 

BROADCASTING 
PARTNERS 

Capstar Broadcasting Partners 600 Congress Avenue, Suite 1400, Austin, Texas 78701 mvwcapstarbroadcasting.com 

C 
ATLANTIC STAR CENTRAL STAR 

500 Fifth Avenue. Suite 3000 

New York. NY 10110 

12121 302-2'27 

Fax 12121 302-6457 

2nd Street. Suite 450 

Cedar Rapti& IA 52-101 
(319) 365-9431 

Fax 13191 363-8062 

G 
PACIFIC STAR GULFSTAR 

2550 Fifth Avenue. Suite 723 

San Diego. CA 92105 

(619) 236-9599 

Fax 16191 233-65r 

600 Congress Avenue. Suite 1400 

Austin. 'lesas '8701 

(512) 340-7850 

Fax ( 512.) 34417'895 

SOUTHERN STAR 

13201 Sheridan Still.' 

Fort laudenlale. Florida 33330 

19541 434-52-5 

Fax ( 954) 43+5408 

An Equal 1pporlunily Emnintrr 



You've just changed format 
on a 30 million dollar 

station... 

Well, you can. MOBILTRAK monitors car radio tuning all over town, in huge numbers, and delivers 
audience shares to your desktop computer every day. For the first time, you can look at what happened 
yesterday, and make decisions about what to do (or not to do) today. It complements your existing 
research, and takes most of the risk out of the scariest aspect of operating a station... • 
making changes. 

Monitor and adjust your promotions and outside advertising in real time. Keep up with your 
competitors. With a 100,000+ daily sample, you're guaranteed accurate results, hour by hour, day 
by day. In fact, our customers think of it as "programming insurance." 

MoBILTRAK. Know what works. Fix what doesn't. It's immediate, accurate, and rolling out in 
U.S. markets right now. For information, call Lucius Stone at 1-888-772-TRAK. And visit us on 

the web at www.mobiltrak.com. 

JBILIRAK 

The truth is out there... every day. 

1998 MOBILTRAK. INC. MOBILTRAK and the MOBILTRAK design are trademarks and service marks of MOBILTRAK IN, 


